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Abstract
Copper (Cu) is a co‐factor that is essential for oxidative phosphorylation,
protection from oxidative stress, angiogenesis, signaling, iron acquisition, peptide
hormone maturation, and a number of other cellular processes. However, excess copper
can lead to membrane damage, protein oxidation, and DNA cleavage (Kim, Nevitt et al.
2008). To balance the need for copper with the necessity to prevent accumulation to
toxic levels, cells have evolved sophisticated mechanisms to regulate copper acquisition,
distribution, and storage. The basic components of these regulatory systems are
remarkably conserved in most eukaryotes, and this has allowed the use of a variety of
model organisms to further our understanding of how Cu is taken into the cell and
utilized.
While the components involved in Cu uptake, distribution, and storage are
similar in many eukaryotes, evolution has led to differences in how these processes are
regulated. For instance, fungi regulate the components involved in Cu uptake and
detoxification primarily at the level of transcription while mammals employ a host of
post‐translational homeostatic mechanisms (Bird 2008; van den Berghe and Klomp
2010). In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, transcriptional responses to copper deficiency are
mediated by the copper‐responsive transcription factor Mac1 (Jungmann, Reins et al.
1993). Although Mac1 activates the transcription of genes involved in high affinity
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copper uptake during periods of deficiency, little is known about the mechanisms by
which Mac1 senses or responds to reduced copper availability. In the first part of this
work, we show that the copper‐dependent enzyme Sod1 (Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase)
and its intracellular copper chaperone Ccs1 function in the activation of Mac1 in
response to an external copper deficiency. Genetic ablation of either CCS1 or SOD1
results in a severe defect in the ability of yeast cells to activate the transcription of Mac1
target genes. The catalytic activity of Sod1 is essential for Mac1 activation and promotes
a regulated increase in binding of Mac1 to copper response elements in the promoter
regions of genomic Mac1 target genes. Although there is precedent for additional roles
of Sod1 beyond protection of the cell from oxygen radicals, the involvement of this
protein in copper‐responsive transcriptional regulation has not previously been
observed.
Higher eukaryotes including mice and humans regulate Cu uptake
predominately by means of post‐translational control of the localization and stability of
the Cu transport proteins (La Fontaine and Mercer 2007; Lutsenko 2010). One of these
proteins, Ctr1, is the primary means of Cu uptake into the cell, and members of the
highly conserved Ctr family of Cu ion channels have been shown to mediate high
affinity Cu(I) uptake into cells (Puig and Thiele 2002; Maryon, Molloy et al. 2007). In
yeast and cultured human cells, Ctr1 functions as a homo‐trimer with each monomer
harboring an amino‐terminal extracellular domain, three membrane spanning domains,
v

a cytoplasmic loop, and a cytoplasmic tail (Nose, Rees et al. 2006). In addition to the
highly conserved Ctr1 Cu ion importer, the baker’s yeast S. cerevisiae expresses a related
protein called Ctr2. Experimental evidence demonstrates that unlike yeast and
mammalian Ctr1, yeast Ctr2 is localized to the vacuolar membrane where it mobilizes
Cu stores to the cytoplasm under conditions of Cu limitation (Rees, Lee et al. 2004).
In mice and humans a gene encoding a protein with significant similarity to the
Ctr family has been identified, denoted Ctr2 (Zhou and Gitschier 1997). Publications from
others suggest that mammalian Ctr2 may either be a low affinity Cu importer at the
plasma membrane or, similar to yeast Ctr2, may mobilize Cu from intracellular
organelles such as the lysosome to the cytosol (van den Berghe, Folmer et al. 2007;
Bertinato, Swist et al. 2008). In agreement with a previous report we found that a
fraction of mouse Ctr2 is localized to the plasma membrane and that its membrane
topology is the same as Ctr1. Interestingly, over‐expression of Ctr2 by stable
transfection results in decreased intracellular bioavailable Cu. To begin to understand
the physiological role of Ctr2, mice bearing a systemic deletion of the Ctr2 gene were
generated. The Ctr2‐/‐ mice are viable but hyper‐accumulate Cu in all tissues analyzed.
Moreover, protein levels of the Ctr1 Cu importer are dramatically altered in tissues from
the Ctr2 knock out mice, and over‐expression of Ctr2 in cultured mammalian cells
enhances processing of the Ctr1 protein into a less active form. Taken together these
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results suggest that mammalian Ctr2 functions in the cell as a negative regulator of Cu
import via Ctr1.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Significance of copper in biology
The cellular environment is characterized by an astonishing array of proteins,
organic molecules, and soluble ligands. These components are coordinated in a
multitude of complexes to form the machinery necessary to sustain life. Constituting the
working pieces of many of these complex machines are a number of enzymes that
catalyze diverse chemical reactions. In order for the cell to function efficiently, both the
activity of these enzymes as well as the access to necessary substrates and co‐factors is
strictly regulated. One such co‐factor is copper (Cu), a trace element which is essential
for the generation of energy, protection from oxidative stress, angiogenesis, iron uptake,
and a number of other cellular processes (Turski and Thiele 2009).
The indispensable nature of Cu in the cell is due to the ion’s redox potential, the
ability to undergo rapid changes in its electrical charge. Copper ions are capable of
easily switching from the cupric [Cu(II)] to the cuprous [Cu(I)] state. This allows Cu to
serve as a catalytic core for enzymes, easily gaining or accepting electrons to facilitate
chemical reactions crucial to cellular function. Copper ions are incorporated into
proteins by coordination with several distinct amino acid ligands, and Cu ions have
specific preferences for amino acid coordination in accordance with their redox state.
Cu(I) displays a strong preference for the sulfur groups of cysteine or methionine
1

residues while Cu(II) is usually complexed with the imidazole nitrogen of histidines or
oxygen donors such as glutamate or aspartate (Kim, Nevitt et al. 2008). It has been
estimated that Cu could be an important co‐factor for as many as 1% of the proteins
encoded in a typical eukaryotic genome. However, these predictions are still debated as
it is difficult to predict with certainty Cu binding sites in proteins due to the number of
amino acids to which it can be coordinated as well as the difficulty in predicting 3‐D
protein structures from 2‐D protein sequences (Andreini, Bertini et al. 2009). Moreover,
a number of proteins from animal, plants, and microbes have been experimentally
determined to require Cu for their activity or stability (see Table 1).
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Table 1: Examples of Cu binding proteins

The unique redox chemistry that makes Cu a crucial co‐factor in a variety of
enzymes also makes the metal toxic in excess. Elevated levels of Cu in the presence of
oxygen can participate in Fenton redox reactions to produce hydroxyl radicals (Ridge,
Zhang et al. 2008). These radicals can damage the cell in a variety of ways including
membrane damage, protein oxidation, and cleavage of DNA (Halliwell and Gutteridge
3

1984). More recently it has been demonstrated that excess Cu can disrupt iron‐sulfur
clusters, possibly by liganding to sulfur ligands and displacing iron (Macomber and
Imlay 2009). As such, cells have developed sophisticated systems to regulate the uptake,
distribution, storage, and excretion of Cu. These systems are so finely tuned to
coordinate Cu movement and incorporation into target proteins that it is estimated as
few as one free Cu ion exists in a typical yeast cell despite the fact that the intracellular
level of Cu is on the order of 70μM (Rae, Schmidt et al. 1999).
Elemental Cu has also been known and utilized by man for many millennia
because of its many unique physical and chemical properties. Since approximately 9000
BC, Cu has been used to create a variety of tools and art because of its high malleability
as well as its ability to easily be made into many useful alloys. The Bronze Age
(approximately 3000 BC to 1000 BC) was marked by a flurry of advancement made
possible by the use of bronze, a Cu, tin alloy, accompanied by an expansion of trade
routes and sharing of ideas between cultures. During this time the Egyptians used
copper plumbing in the tombs of Pharaohs. As a testament to the durability of Cu,
many of these pipes were still serviceable when excavated from the Great Pyramid of
Cheops in the 19th century (Donchian 1960). Thousands of years after Cu was first used
by prehistoric man, American colonists fought a war against the British, whose Royal
Navy ships had hulls that were plated in Cu. Its high resistance to corrosion and also
biocidal properties which prevents the growth of marine organisms have long made this
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element an important component in ship building (Harris 1966). Today Cu is
principally used in construction in the form of wiring and piping as well as in a variety
of modern electrical devices such as computer circuit boards because of its malleability,
corrosion resistance, and high conductivity for heat and electricity (Davis 2001).

1.2 Copper and human disease
While Cu has long been a useful raw material for human invention, it was also
speculated for some time that Cu might play an important role in the biology of living
organisms themselves. However, it was not until 1928, when Cu was demonstrated to
be essential for hemoglobin synthesis in rats, that the essential role of Cu in biology was
finally accepted among scientists (Hart 1928). In the years between this discovery and
the dawning of molecular biology, Cu deficiency was shown to be involved in the
pathology of a variety of animal and human diseases. For example, it has been known
for some time that cattle grazed on Cu deficient soils or soils with high amounts of
molybdenum, a Cu chelator, exhibit a variety of symptoms including a general failure to
grow and thrive, hind limb ataxia, and weakened heart and blood vessels that can easily
rupture and lead to sudden death. The same holds true for a number of other
commercially important livestock including sheep, goats, chickens, and pigs (Fox 2003).
As might be expected from the essentiality of Cu in animals, the identification of
Cu‐related genetic disorders has clearly established Cu as an essential trace element for
5

humans. Menkes disease, a sex‐linked disorder characterized by failure to grow,
neurological disorders, and kinky hair, was first described in 1962 (Madsen and Gitlin
2007). It was not until 1972 that an astute Australian researcher noted the similarity
between the symptoms of Menkes patients’ and the brittle hair seen in sheep grazed on
Cu deficient soils. He later went on to show that Menkes patients had abnormal levels
of plasma Cu and ceruloplasmin, a Cu containing ferroxidase found in the bloodstream
(Fox 2003). While there was now a clear example of a human disease of Cu homeostasis,
the causative gene that is mutated in Menkes disease, Atp7A, was not discovered until
1993 (Mercer, Livingston et al. 1993; Vulpe, Levinson et al. 1993). It is now known that
Atp7A encode a P‐type ATPase that transports Cu from the cytosol across cellular
membranes. Furthermore, it has been shown that Menkes disease is due to an inability
to mobilize Cu from the enterocytes of the small intestine into the bloodstream as well as
across the blood brain barrier, and this blockage in uptake results in growth
abnormalities due to a peripheral Cu deficiency as well as drastically reduced brain Cu
which results cognitive defects (Lutsenko, Barnes et al. 2007).
Wilson’s disease, a second human genetic disorder of Cu homeostasis, has also
been well studied for the past half century. This disease was first described in the 19th
century as a neuro‐psychiatric disease with severe pathology of both the brain and liver.
It was not until 1948 that a link between liver and brain pathology of Wilson’s disease
and Cu hyper‐accumulation in each of these organs was described (Barbosa, Machado et
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al. 2009). It was later shown that Wilson’s disease results from mutation of a gene
encoding a second, related P‐type ATPase, Atp7B (Bull, Thomas et al. 1993; Petrukhin,
Fischer et al. 1993; Yamaguchi, Heiny et al. 1993) This gene is strongly expressed in the
liver and kidney, and mutation of the gene result in the inability to excrete Cu from the
liver into the bile. As a result, Wilson’s disease patients experience Cu hyper
accumulation which often results in liver disease as well as neurological or psychiatric
symptoms (Lutsenko, Barnes et al. 2007). Wilson’s disease neurologic and hepatic
symptoms are common to other diseases such as schizophrenia and celiac disease,
therefore definitive diagnosis of the disease often involves the examination for presence
of copper deposits around the eyes, Kaiser‐Fleyscher rings, as well as a liver biopsy
(Madsen and Gitlin 2007).
While these two rare genetic disorders underscore the importance of maintaining
the proper levels of Cu in the body through coordinated systems of uptake and
excretion, a variety of other disorders have now been identified that highlight the
significance of Cu as a physiological component of many proteins within the cell.
Perhaps the most famous disease associated with mutations in a Cu‐containing protein
is Amytrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), or Lou Gehrig’s Disease. First described by Jean‐
Martin Charcot in 1890, ALS is characterized by the selective death of upper and lower
motor neurons. Denervation results in muscle weakness and atrophy accompanied by
spasticity of movements. This disease typically proves fatal within five years of
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diagnosis, and to date there are no effective treatments or cures. While the vast majority
of ALS cases are sporadic, approximately ten percent of ALS patients are diagnosed with
a familial, hereditary form of the disease. About twenty percent of the cases of familial
ALS are attributed to mutations in Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase (Sod1), a copper
containing enzyme responsible for protection of cells from oxidative stress by the
disproportionation of superoxide radicals (Wijesekera and Leigh 2009). While
transgenic mouse models engineered to express disease variants of the gene faithfully
recapitulate many of the clinical hallmarks of ALS, a complete mouse knockout of Sod1
shows no obvious disease symptoms (Peviani, Caron et al. 2010). This has led to the
discovery that mutations in Sod1 result in a toxic gain of function by the protein, and
also that this Cu‐containing enzyme might have roles beyond simply protecting cells
from oxidative stress. Interestingly, recent analysis of several rare autosomal dominant
forms of ALS patients has implicated mutations in the RNA metabolizing protein, TDP‐
43. Pathological alteration of TDP‐43 as well as Sod1 in many sporadic cases of ALS
suggests that improper function of these two proteins might lie at the heart of the ALS
disease (Rothstein 2009).
While the Cu‐containing protein Sod1 has been clearly implicated in the
occurrence and progression of ALS, there is also a considerable body of literature which
suggests metals, and copper in particular, play an important role in a number of other
neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease,
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Freidrich’s ataxia, and prion disease. Much of the research in this field of “metallo‐
neurobiology” is still at relatively early stages, however it is becoming increasing clear
that misregulation of metal homeostasis in the central nervous system is a unifying
theme in each of these diseases. While the age of onset, progression, and even the subset
of neurons affected varies between each of these diseases, all are characterized by
defined cellular events including the aggregation of proteins into large, potentially
harmful structures as well as an increase in oxidative stress from reactive oxygen species
(ROS) (Bush and Curtain 2008). Recent data suggests that many metals, including Cu
and iron, promote the aggregation of proteins and increases in ROS and thus probably
play a significant role in the pathology of neurodegenerative diseases (Gaeta and Hider
2005).
Perhaps the best studied of these neurodegenerative diseases of which protein
aggregation is a hallmark is Alzheimer’s disease. Alzheimer’s disease accounts for over
half of all cases of dementia and it affects approximately three percent of individuals
ages 65 to 74 years old and approximately one in five individuals living beyond 85 years
(Hebert, Scherr et al. 2003). Disease progression is marked by an inability to form new
memories, confusion and irritability, long‐term memory loss, and an eventual loss of
bodily functions. The diseased brain is hallmarked by the presence of extracellular
plaques composed principally of Aβ (1‐42) peptide deposits. These peptides are formed
through the inappropriate cleavage and subsequent aggregation of the amyloid
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precursor protein (APP), an integral membrane protein of unknown function. It has also
been shown that metals accumulate to levels 3‐5 times higher in the neurophils of
Alzheimer’s patients compared to age matched controls , and it has been demonstrated
that Aβ (1‐42) peptide binds a number of metal ions, including Cu and iron (Atwood,
Scarpa et al. 2000; Maynard, Cappai et al. 2002; Gaeta and Hider 2005). Furthermore, in
vitro data suggests that metal ions might even promote aggregation of the Aβ (1‐42)
peptide and enhance subsequent fibril formation (Atwood, Moir et al. 1998). Finally, the
inappropriate coordination of redox active metals such as Cu in the Aβ peptide is
believed to increase the presence of reactive oxygen species (ROS), and thus contribute
to pathology of the disease (Multhaup 1997). Similar to the case of Aβ (1‐42)
aggregation in ALS, a number of studies also indicate that Cu is bound to other
aggregation prone proteins such as PrP (transmissible spongiform encephalopathies or
prion diseases), and the α‐synuclein protein (Parkinson’s disease) (Doraiswamy and
Finefrock 2004).
Neurodegenerative diseases associated with abnormalities of metal homeostasis
which are not accompanied by protein aggregation have also been identified.
Freidrich’s ataxia, which accounts for approximately fifty percent of inherited ataxias, is
an autosomal recessive neurodegenerative disease characterized by muscle weakness,
an unsteady gate, and loss of reflexes in the legs. The underlying genetic lesion
responsible for Freidrich’s ataxia is an increase in the number of GAA tri‐nucleotide
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repeats in the gene encoding Frataxin (Fxn).

This triplet expansion occurs within the

first intron of the gene and prevents proper expression of Fxn (Ohshima, Montermini et
al. 1998; Sakamoto, Ohshima et al. 2001). Frataxin is involved in the formation iron
sulfur clusters in the mitochondria, and loss of Fxn function results in a hyper‐
accumulation of iron in the mitochondria, increases in oxidative stress, and subsequent
cell death (He, Alam et al. 2004; Stemmler, Lesuisse et al. 2010).
It has more recently been shown that Cu also plays an important role in both the
progression and the treatment of cancer. It has been known for some time that Ctr1, the
principal protein responsible for uptake of Cu into eukaryotic cells, plays a significant
role in cancer therapy. The role of this protein in cancer treatment was discovered in a
yeast mutagenesis screen that selected for yeast cells that were insensitive to killing by
the chemotherapeutic agent cisplatin (Ishida, Lee et al. 2002). Cisplatin is a metal based
agent that functions by intercalation and crosslinking of DNA thus preventing growth of
rapidly dividing cells and inducing apoptosis. Cisplatin, as well as the newer
generation of platinum based drugs carboplatin and oxaliplatin, is commonly used to
treat sarcoma, lymphoma, small cell lung cancer, ovarian cancer, and cancers of the
germ cell (Galanski 2006). While it is quite clear that these platinum drugs are taken into
the cell via Ctr1, these metal complexes are structurally unrelated to Cu and the
mechanism of their import via Ctr1 is quite distinct from that of Cu import into the cell.
FRET analysis demonstrates that multimeric Ctr1 complexes undergo a conformational
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change upon Cu uptake, however cisplatin does not induce this FRET signal.
Furthermore, amino acid residues essential for Cu uptake are dispensable for cisplatin
uptake, and metal coordinating residues that do not positively influence Cu uptake are
critical for transport of cisplatin into the cell (Sinani, Adle et al. 2007). Given these
differences, it has been speculated that cisplatin might bind to the Ctr1 protein in the
extracellular amino terminus and thus be internalized into the cell rather than pass
through the pore formed by the Ctr1 copper ion channel. However, it is still unclear
whether cisplatin internalized in such a manner would retain its full biologic activity
(Crider, Holbrook et al. 2010)
Copper chelating agents are also being tested as anti‐cancer therapeutics in Phase
I and II clinical trials in solid tumor models. These include the Cu chelator
tetrathiolmolybdate (TTM) as well as ATN‐224, an orally available derivative of TTM
(Khan and Merajver 2009). While the precise mechanism through which Cu chelation
prevents the growth of tumor cells is debatable, it has been proposed that Cu chelation
prevents angiogenesis, a critical step in cancer progression (Finney, Vogt et al. 2009). It
has also been suggested that ATN‐224 might work directly via the inactivation of Sod1
and the subsequent inhibition of growth signals whose regulation is believed to be
dependent on activity of the enzyme (Juarez, Betancourt et al. 2006). More recent data
shows that TTM can form a stable complex with the Cu chaperone Atox1. Formation of
this complex could inhibit delivery of Cu to the golgi, and thus prevent its incorporation
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into proteins that are critical for the proliferation of cancer cells (Alvarez, Xue et al.
2010).

1.3 An overview of copper homeostasis
While many of the components involved in copper homeostasis were initially
identified in the genetically tractable yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, subsequent studies
have demonstrated that the basic components of Cu homeostasis are remarkably
conserved from single‐celled eukaryotes to humans (Puig and Thiele 2002; Rees and
Thiele 2004). Figure 1 (adapted from (Puig and Thiele 2002) shows a model of Cu
homeostasis S. cerevisiae, and this model combined with the following textual
description of Cu transport yeast, serves as a framework to illustrate our general
understanding of Cu homeostasis in eukaryotes.
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Figure 1: Copper homeostasis in Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Prior to entry into the yeast cell, oxidized Cu [Cu(II) or Cu2+] is reduced to Cu(I)
(or Cu1+) by the cell surface metalloreductases Fre1 and Fre2. Cu(I) then crosses the
plasma membrane through either one of two functionally redundant Cu ion channels,
Ctr1 or Ctr3, in an ATP‐independent process. Once inside the cell Cu is delivered in a
tightly controlled manner to specific Cu‐requiring proteins and/ or compartments by
one of three protein Cu carriers called Cu chaperones, Ccs, Atx1, and Cox17(Puig and
Thiele 2002). While the mechanism of Cu transfer from the Ctr1 protein is still unclear,
there is some evidence that it might occur through a direct interaction between Ctr1 and
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at least one of the chaperones (Dr. Vincenz Unger, personal communication). One
domain of the Ccs protein (Cu chaperone for Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase) structurally
resembles the Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase (Sod1) enzyme, and Ccs inserts Cu into the
enzyme’s active site via direct physical interactions with the Sod1 monomer prior to
dimerization (Culotta, Yang et al. 2006). The Atx1 Cu chaperone delivers Cu to the
lumen of the secretory compartment via direct physical interaction with the Ccc2, a P‐
type ATPase Cu transporting pump that is homologous to the Atp7A and Atp7B
proteins. It has also been shown that Atx1 in S. pombe can deliver Cu to a cytosolic
amine oxidase, also via a direct physical interaction (Peter, Laliberte et al. 2008). Once
Cu is “handed off” to the Ccc2 pump and transported into the secretory compartment, it
is loaded onto Cu‐requiring proteins within the lumen. One of these proteins is the Cu‐
dependent Fe oxidase Fet3. This multi‐copper oxidase is responsible for oxidizing Fe
during its transport across the plasma membrane, and deletion or mutation of this
protein such that it can not bind Cu results in severe defects in Fe import into the cell
(Askwith, Eide et al. 1994; Dancis, Yuan et al. 1994). The last known Cu chaperone,
Cox17, functions to deliver Cu to mitochondrial cytochrome C oxidase (CCO) (Beers,
Glerum et al. 1997). While the precise biochemical mechanisms are not well understood,
this pathway involves the Cu binding integral membrane proteins Sco1 and Sco2 and
may involve a Cu “relay” (Glerum, Shtanko et al. 1996). Interestingly, it has recently
been demonstrated that Cox17 tethered in the mitochondrial space is sufficient to
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metallate the CCO complex, and this results suggests there might still exist
undiscovered molecules or proteins that function as Cu chaperones in the cell (Maxfield,
Heaton et al. 2004). As would be expected, ablation of the CCS, ATX1 or COX17 genes
causes defects in Sod1 activity, iron acquisition, or cytochrome oxidase activity,
respectively. The fact that yeast and human cells utilize a dedicated system of Cu
chaperones to move Cu to target proteins and compartments is consistent with the
known toxicity of free Cu and the finding that cells have very little, if any, free Cu.
The S. cerevisiae genome also encodes a third Cu transporter, CTR2. Previous
work from our laboratory as well as others demonstrated that the Ctr2 protein resides
on the yeast vacuole (Rees, Lee et al. 2004). Similar to Ctr1 and Ctr3, this transporter
functions to import Cu into the cell. However, Ctr2 does not normally function at the
cell surface, but instead mobilizes Cu stores from the vacuole. Ctr2 also transports
Cu(I), and its function is dependent on the activity of the Fre6 reductase (Rees and
Thiele 2007).
While the basic components of Cu transport and delivery are conserved in multi‐
cellular organisms, this process is somewhat more complicated due to the need to not
only import copper into the cell but also to distribute this Cu to a number of different
tissues with varying demands for the ion. Similar to yeast, the primary means of Cu
entry into the body is through the Ctr1 Cu ion channel which cycles between the apical
surface and endocytotic vesicles in the enterocytes of the small intestine (Figure 2)
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(Nose, Kim et al. 2006; Nose, Wood et al. 2010). Ctr1 is expressed ubiquitously in the
body, and studies employing tissue specific deletion of the gene have demonstrated that
it is involved in Cu delivery into peripheral tissues throughout the body (Kim, Turski et
al. 2010) and Thiele lab unpublished data).
While the S. cerevisiae genome encodes only one P‐type ATPase that is capable of
transporting Cu into the golgi, CCC2, the mammalian genomes encode two homologous
genes, Atp7A and Atp7B. Both of these transporters function in a manner analogous to
Ccc2. However, both Atp7A and Atp7B cycle between the golgi and either the plasma
membrane or exocytotic vesicles, respectively, and these two transporters serve not only
to transport Cu into the golgi in order to load Cu onto newly formed apo‐proteins, but
also serve to compartmentalize Cu into secretory vesicles in order to mobilize Cu from
the cell (Lutsenko, Barnes et al. 2007). The principal export roles of Atp7A in the body
are to transport Cu out of intestinal enterocytes and into the hepatic portal circulatory
system after dietary uptake as well as to transport Cu from the liver where it is stored
and into the peripheral bloodstream(La Fontaine and Mercer 2007; Kim, Turski et al.
2010). The principal export role of Atp7B is to pump Cu from the liver into the bile for
excretion from the body (Mercer and Llanos 2003) (Figure 2)
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Figure 2: Copper homeostasis in humans. Copper released from foods and liquids during
digestion enters the body by uptake via Ctr1 in the enterocytes and subsequent export via Atp7A
into the blood stream (lower left; adapted from Kim et al. 2008). Copper travels through the
hepatic portal circulation into the liver, probably entering hepatocytes via Ctr1 (lower right). Cu is
stored in the liver until it is either mobilized into the circulatory system via Atp7A in order to be
delivered to peripheral tissues during periods of Cu deficiency or pumped by Atp7B into the bile
for excretion from the body when levels of the ion become high.

1.4 Ctr copper ion channels
Similar to yeast, in mammals a primary means of Cu uptake into the cell is
through the Ctr1 protein. Underscoring the importance of Ctr1 for Cu import into
mammalian cells, genetic ablation of the Ctr1 gene in mice results in a severe
developmental defect with death at around embryonic day 9.5 (Lee, Prohaska et al.
2001). Furthermore, the creation of a perinatal, conditional knockout of Ctr1 in only the
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intestinal epithelial cells of mice leads to a severe impairment of growth followed by
death at around three weeks of age. However, this phenotype can be rescued by an
intra‐peritoneal injection of Cu which bypasses the need for intestinal Cu absorption,
suggesting that there probably exists an additional low affinity mechanism for Cu
uptake into the cell (Nose, Kim et al. 2006). This is consistent with data obtained from
Cu uptake experiments performed on mouse embryonic fibroblasts derived from either
wild‐type or Ctr1∆/∆ embryos. These experiments indicate that Cu uptake by the Ctr1
protein has a Km of approximately 1μM, and that a second, as yet unidentified, system
with a Km of approximately 10μM exists. While uptake of Cu by Ctr1 can be
competitively inhibited by Ag1+, uptake by the secondary system can effectively be
inhibited by the addition of Zn2+ (Lee, Petris et al. 2002). This suggests that, unlike Ctr1,
this Ctr1‐independent activity might transport divalent Cu2+ into the cell.
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Figure 3: Structural comparison of mammalian Ctr1 and Ctr2 proteins. Ctr1 assembles as a
homotrimer to form a pore through which Cu can cross the plasma membrane (upper left).
Monomeric Ctr1 polypeptides (upper right) have three transmembrane domains (TMDs), an
extracellular amino terminus, and an intracellular carboxyl terminus. The extracellular membrane
domain is rich in methionine and histidine motifs and also has sites for O‐ and N‐ linked
glycosylation. The carboxyl terminus contains a conserved Cys‐His motif. A MxxxM motif in
TMD 2 coordinates Cu during translocation across the membrane. A GxxxG motif in TMD 3
facilitates α‐helical packing. Monomeric Ctr2 polypeptide (lower right) is predicted to also have
three TMDs with an extracellular amino terminus that is lacking methionine and histidines
compared to Ctr1. The carboxyl terminal Cys‐His motif is also absent in Ctr2.

The Ctr1 proteins are structurally and functionally conserved from yeast to
humans. Genetic and biochemical data from yeast and mammalian Ctr1 as well as more
recent cryo‐electron microscopy analysis of human Ctr1 indicates that the protein exists
as a homo‐trimer with a central pore which could accommodate a single Cu ion (Figure
20

3) (Aller and Unger 2006; De Feo, Aller et al. 2009). Each individual polypeptide consists
of three transmembrane domains, a relatively unstructured amino terminal domain that
is rich in methionine and histidine residues, and a carboxyl terminal that contains a
cysteine‐histidine domain which is likely to be involved in function of the protein (Eisses
and Kaplan 2005; Kim, Nevitt et al. 2008). The transmembrane domains are particularly
conserved among the Ctr1 proteins, and there are several invariant features in these
regions which are believed to be essential for Cu uptake via Ctr1. The first is a GxxxG
motif (where “x” represents any amino acid) in the third transmembrane domain that is
involved in packing of the α‐helices within the pore complex (Aller, Eng et al. 2004; De
Feo, Mootien et al. 2010). The second is an MxxxM motif in the second transmembrane
domain. The methionine residues are believed to bind Cu ions and coordinate their
translocation through the pore. Mutation of these conserved methionines to alanine
results in a non‐functional Cu importer, however mutation of both methionines to
cysteine, which is also able to bind Cu, results in a functional Ctr1 protein (Puig, Lee et
al. 2002).
Mammalian Ctr1 undergoes several post translational regulatory events that may
play an important role in trafficking and function of the protein. First, it has long been
known that a large proportion of human Ctr1, a 190 amino acid protein with an expected
monomer molecular weight of approximately 21 kDa, migrates with an apparent size of
approximately 34 kDa by SDS‐PAGE and immunoblot analysis. It has been
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demonstrated that this additional “bulk” is due to the addition of both N‐linked and O‐
linked glycosylations to the extracellular amino terminus of the polypeptide (Klomp,
Tops et al. 2002). N‐linked glycosylation at Asn‐15 adds approximately 10 kDa of mass
to the protein, and prevention of this glycosylation allows trafficking of a Ctr1 species to
the plasma membrane that retains only about 75% of its Cu uptake capacity (Maryon,
Molloy et al. 2007). O‐linked glycosylation of Ctr1 at Thr‐27 adds approximately 1‐2
kDa of mass to the protein, and this glycosylation is involved in prevention of cleavage
of the protein. Substitution of this threonine with alanine or expression of human Ctr1
in CHO cells which are unable to add O‐linked sugars results in an increased cleavage of
approximately half of the extracellular amino terminus of the protein. This roughly 17
kDa cleaved form of the protein is trafficked to the plasma membrane and transports Cu
at approximately half the rate as the full length glycosylated protein (Maryon, Zhang et
al. 2009). While the exact cleavage site as well as the mechanism by which the Ctr1
protein is cleaved are yet to be determined, the recent studies regarding the
glycosylation and cleavage of Ctr1 have uncovered a new regulatory mechanism for
Ctr1.
The mammalian genome also encodes a second presumed Cu transporter,
denoted Ctr2. The Ctr2 gene encodes a protein which shares many structural features
with the Ctr1 Cu importer. Like Ctr1, Ctr2 is predicted to have three transmembrane
domains (TMDs), and the TMDs of both mouse Ctr1 and mouse Ctr2 are approximately
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forty percent identical. This includes a precise conservation of the MxxxM motif as well
as a loose conservation of the GxxxG motif. However, outside of the transmembrane
domains, the conservation between the two proteins drops off significantly. The
mammalian Ctr2 proteins have a significantly shorter extracellular amino terminus than
their Ctr1 counterparts, and in Ctr2 this shorter domain is notably lacking in the Cu‐
coordinating methionine and histidine residues compared to Ctr1 (van den Berghe,
Folmer et al. 2007). While the intracellular carboxyl terminus of Ctr1 is approximately
fifteen amino acids long, the Ctr2 protein is predicted to have a cytosolic carboxyl
terminus of only three amino acids. This cytosolic portion of Ctr2 does not contain the
cysteine‐histidine motif that is typical of the Ctr1 family of proteins and has been
demonstrated to be involved in efficient Cu uptake by Ctr1(Eisses and Kaplan 2005).
Relatively little is known about the function of mammalian Ctr2. The gene
encoding the human Ctr2 protein, which has approximately twenty‐five percent identity
to human Ctr1, was initially discovered more than ten years ago in a database search for
human gene homologous to Ctr1 (Zhou and Gitschier 1997). In humans, both of these
genes are found on chromosome 9 and are separated by a distance of only 30 kilobases.
Recent advances in genomic sequencing data have shown that the Ctr2 gene is
conserved in all mammals sequenced to date (See Figure 4). It is interesting to note that
in the referenced publication human Ctr1 was identified from a cDNA library as a
protein capable of complementing a yeast ctr1/3∆ mutant, however Ctr2 was not
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identified in this screen. Since this time, only a few reports have been published
regarding the role of Ctr2 in the cell. Two of the initial publications suggest that
mammalian Ctr2 functions much like Ctr1 to transport Cu into the cytosol of the cell,
however these authors fail to agree on whether this occurs at the plasma membrane or
from within an intracellular storage vesicle, probably the lysosome (van den Berghe,
Folmer et al. 2007; Bertinato, Swist et al. 2008). More recent data suggests that the Ctr2
protein is involved in the uptake of the chemotherapeutic drug cisplatin by the cell, and
might also affect macropinocytosis in the cell (Blair, Larson et al. 2009; Blair, Larson et al.
2010). However, these analyses suggest that unlike Ctr1, expression of Ctr2 actually
makes cells more resistant to cisplatin.
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Figure 4: Conservation between members of the Ctr gene family. Phylogram of a representative
sample of eukaryotic Ctr1 gene family members. Branch lengths of the tree are proportional to the
amount of inferred evolutionary change. Analysis performed using ClustalW2 alignment of
protein reference sequences for each gene listed.

1.5 Regulation of copper uptake into the cell
Because of the essential yet toxic nature of Cu, it is critical that cells not only
express high affinity uptake systems to acquire the ion when environmental levels are
scarce but are also able to rapidly inactivate these systems when Cu levels become too
high. In S. cerevisiae, the normal homeostasis of copper is controlled primarily at the
level of transcription by the two copper responsive transcription factors Ace1 and Mac1
(Rutherford and Bird 2004) (Figure 1). Studies from the Thiele lab and others have
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demonstrated that Ace1 is a copper responsive transcription factor that is responsible for
activation of the genes necessary for Cu detoxification when levels of the ion reach
critically high levels (Thiele 1988). Ace1 exists as a solely nuclear resident protein, and
target gene transcription occurs upon binding of copper ions to its amino terminus in a
tetra‐copper cluster (Furst and Hamer 1989). Copper binding to the transcription factor
leads to the subsequent DNA binding to specific DNA elements termed Metal Response
Elements (MREs) which lie upstream of its target genes (Huibregtse, Engelke et al. 1989).
These target genes encode the CUP1 and CRS5 metallothioneins as well as the SOD1
enzyme (Gralla, Thiele et al. 1991). The metallothioneins are small, cysteine rich
polypeptides that tightly bind copper and serve to protect the cell from ROS created by
free Cu in the cytosol. Sod1 also serves as a cytosolic copper buffer in addition to its role
in protection from oxidative stress (Culotta, Joh et al. 1995). Higher eukaryotes including
Drosophila melanogaster as well as mammals use an analogous system to induce the
transcription of metallothioneins (Westin and Schaffner 1988). High levels of Cu, as well
as zinc, iron, and cadmium, induce the activity of a conserved transcription factor, Mtf‐
1(Heuchel, Radtke et al. 1994). While the exact mechanism of induction is still not fully
understood, it is believed that activation of Mtf‐1 occurs primarily through binding of
zinc ions to the transcription factor (Laity and Andrews 2007). This transcription factor
is also responsible, in part, for the activation of genes in response to oxidative stress as
well as a variety of chemical agents (Lichtlen and Schaffner 2001). Interestingly, in D.
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melanogaster this same transcription factor is responsible for induction of both
metallothionein genes and CTR1B in response to copper deficiency, however the
mechanism by which this occurs is still unclear (Selvaraj, Balamurugan et al. 2005).
The second Cu‐dependent transcription factor in S. cerevisiae, Mac1, is also a
solely nuclear transcription factor, and it is critical for the activation of the genes
necessary for high affinity copper uptake during periods of copper starvation
(Jungmann, Reins et al. 1993). Mac1 directs the transcription of the high affinity copper
transporters Ctr1 and Ctr3 as well as Fre7, a putative reductase of unknown function,
and the Fre1 cell surface reductase which is necessary for copper reduction prior to
import(Labbe, Zhu et al. 1997; Yamaguchi‐Iwai, Serpe et al. 1997; Jamison McDaniels,
Jensen et al. 1999). The Mac1 protein consists of a carboxyl terminal copper responsive
transactivation domain as well as an amino terminal DNA binding domain, and the
protein binds as a dimer to specific DNA sequences copper‐responsive elements
(CuREs) (Graden and Winge 1997; Labbe, Zhu et al. 1997; Jensen, Posewitz et al. 1998).
DNA binding occurs via minor groove interaction between DNA and the zinc‐binding
amino terminal domain in the protein (Jamison McDaniels, Jensen et al. 1999). The
carboxyl terminal domain binds copper in a cysteine rich cluster, and this domain is
responsible for the regulatory function of the protein. The molecule is inactivated by an
intramolecular interaction between the DNA binding and copper responsive domains,
and disruption of this intramolecular interaction leads to a constitutively DNA bound
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protein that upregulates expression of the high affinity Cu transporters CTR1 and CTR3
as well as the reductases FRE1 and FRE7 even when challenged with high amounts of
extracellular copper (Jensen and Winge 1998). It has been proposed that changes in the
number of copper ions bound to the carboxyl terminus of Mac1 are responsible for
regulation of transcription, yet it is interesting to note that the transcription factor is
inactivated by addition of nanomolar amounts of copper to the medium, while the Km of
copper transport into the cell is many fold higher in the low micromolar range (Graden
and Winge 1997; Labbe, Zhu et al. 1997). As such, there are still unanswered questions
regarding the exact mechanisms by which Mac1 senses copper levels.
While much of the regulation of the Cu‐uptake systems is controlled at the level
of transcription in yeast, this regulation is controlled primarily at the post‐translational
level in mammals. Previous studies indicate that there is little, if any, transcriptional
control of Ctr1 mRNA levels, however the Ctr1 protein is post‐translationally regulated
in a variety of ways (Lee, Prohaska et al. 2000). First, the localization of Ctr1 is
controlled by Cu. When Cu levels are low, Ctr1 is present in relatively high levels at the
plasma membrane of cells. However, when Cu levels increase the protein is
endocytosed, localized within vesicles in the cytoplasm, and eventually degraded
(Petris, Smith et al. 2003). This is true in both cultured cells as well as in a variety of
organisms including rats and mice (Nose, Wood et al. 2010). While the exact nature of
these vesicles is still not known, it is quite clear that differential subcellular localization
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of Ctr1 is an important feature of regulated Cu import into the cell. The Cu export
proteins Atp7A and Atp7B also undergo Cu‐dependent relocalization. However, unlike
the Ctr1 protein, Atp7A and Atp7B are trafficked from the golgi to exocytotic vesicles or
the plasma membrane in the presence of high Cu (Veldhuis, Gaeth et al. 2009). In the
case of Atp7A, this regulation is believed to be mediated by phosphorylation specific
serine residues on the protein (Petris, Voskoboinik et al. 2002).
In mammals, protein levels of Ctr1 are also regulated by Cu levels. Examination
of Ctr1 protein levels in rats fed a Cu deficient diet demonstrates that the level of Ctr1
protein is increased in low Cu conditions, consistent with its role as a high affinity Cu
import system (Kuo, Gybina et al. 2006). This is probably due at least in part to a
stabilization of the protein against degradation as Ctr1 that is stably expressed from a
constitutive promoter in cultured cells has a significantly longer half‐life in the presence
of Cu chelators than when exogenous Cu is added to the growth media (Petris, Smith et
al. 2003).

1.6 Overview of this work
Chapter 2, which has been published in JBC (Wood and Thiele 2009), focuses on
the mechanism of Mac1 activation in yeast cells. It has long been known that Mac1
directly binds Cu and this binding plays a regulatory role in the protein. However,
Mac1 is constitutively localized in the nucleus of yeast cells, and no known chaperone
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has yet been shown to deliver Cu to the nucleus. We began by examining Mac1 function
in deletion mutants of each of the known chaperones. We found that deletion of Ccs
resulted in a diminished capacity of Mac1 to respond to low Cu levels in the cell.
Because Ccs metallates Sod1, we also examined Mac1 activation in an sod1∆ strain and
found that these cells were also compromised in Mac1 activation. Through a variety of
approaches we found that Sod1 is involved in the robust transcriptional response of
Mac1 to low Cu levels, and that this novel function of Sod1 requires catalytic activity of
the enzyme. Reducing oxidative stress in sod1∆ cells by means other than re‐
introduction of the SOD1 gene is not sufficient to rescue Mac1 activity, therefore it is
probable that the catalytic activity of Sod1 is involved in a regulatory response beyond
simply reduction in the levels of oxygen free radicals throughout the entire cell.
Chapters 3 and 4 focus on elucidating the biological function of mammalian Ctr2,
a poorly studied protein that is presumed to be a Cu transporter. Through this research
endeavor, we have come to the somewhat surprising conclusion that mouse Ctr2 does
not normally function as a Cu importer in mammals but its expression actually makes
Cu less available to the cell. Chapter 3 examines the role of mouse Ctr2 in a biologically
relevant context through the use of a genetic deletion of the Ctr2 gene in a mouse model
as well as through the use of a variety of cultured mammalian cell systems. We find that
deletion of Ctr2 leads to a hyper‐accumulation of Cu in a variety of tissues, and that
over‐expression of Ctr2 in cultured cells results in a decrease in bioavailable Cu.
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Furthermore, dramatic changes in the cleavage of endogenous Ctr1 are evident when
Ctr2 levels are manipulated. Deletion of Ctr2 decreases the levels of cleaved (17 kDa)
Ctr1 protein, and over‐expression of Ctr2 increases cleavage of the protein. Finally, we
find that Ctr2 over‐expression in the absence of Ctr1 does not alter the Cu status of the
cells, suggesting that the mouse Ctr2 protein normally functions not as a Cu importer
but rather as a negative regulator of Cu import via Ctr1.
Chapter 4 focuses on examination of mouse Ctr2 function using the model
organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae. We demonstrate that despite robust expression of the
mouse Ctr2 protein in yeast, the protein is unable to functionally complement the
deletion of either the plasma membrane Cu importers, CTR1 and CTR3, or the
intracellular Cu transporter that mobilizes the ion from the vacuole, CTR2. A
mutagenesis screen of mouse Ctr2 identified several mutants which have gained the
ability to transport Cu into the yeast cell. These mutants have similar expression levels
and localization patterns as wild‐type mouse Ctr2. This line of experimentation shows
promise for identifying new residues and domains of Ctr1 that are critical for the ability
its ability to transport Cu into the cell and thus might be helpful in determining the
precise mechanism of Cu translocation via Ctr1.
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2. Transcriptional activation in response to copper
deficiency involves Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase

2.1 Introduction
Unicellular organisms are constantly exposed to a plethora of changing
environments and thus have developed sophisticated uptake, distribution, and storage
systems that function to assimilate essential nutrients from the environment. Copper is
included among these essential nutrients and once inside cells it is incorporated as a
catalytic or structural cofactor into a variety of proteins(Prohaska, Broderius et al. 2003;
Rees and Thiele 2004). The redox potential that makes copper an important cofactor also
allows the ion to undergo Fenton chemistry to produce the potent hydroxyl radical
(OH∙) (Halliwell and Gutteridge 1984). Organisms have evolved sophisticated
homeostatic systems to maintain appropriate intracellular copper levels that are below
levels that could lead to cellular damage (Rutherford and Bird 2004; Balamurugan and
Schaffner 2006).
In S. cerevisiae copper in the extracellular environment is reduced by cell surface
reductases, Fre1 and Fre2, and is transported across the plasma membrane by the high
affinity copper transporter Ctr1 or the functionally redundant Ctr3 protein (Dancis,
Haile et al. 1994; Knight, Labbe et al. 1996; Kim, Nevitt et al. 2008). Inside cells the
Cox17 chaperone facilitates the delivery of copper to the Cytochrome C Oxidase (CCO)
complex in the mitochondria, and this function is required for aerobic respiration
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(Glerum, Shtanko et al. 1996; Beers, Glerum et al. 1997; Srinivasan, Posewitz et al. 1998).
Interestingly, recent data has demonstrated that Cox17 localized exclusively to the
mitochondria is sufficient for delivery of copper to CCO (Maxfield, Heaton et al. 2004).
This suggests that either an as yet unidentified chaperone or a small molecule carrier is
responsible for trafficking of copper from the plasma membrane to Cox17 in the
mitochondria. The Atx1 chaperone delivers copper to the Golgi where it is pumped into
the lumen of the secretory compartment by the P‐type ATPase Ccc2 (Lin and Culotta
1995; Lin, Pufahl et al. 1997; Pufahl, Singer et al. 1997). Ccs1, the copper chaperone for
superoxide dismutase (Culotta, Klomp et al. 1997), is responsible for delivery of copper
to Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase (Sod1), an enzyme that protects cells against oxidative
stress via the disproportionation of superoxide to produce hydrogen peroxide (McCord
and Fridovich 1969; Bermingham‐McDonogh, Gralla et al. 1988).
In S. cerevisiae the regulation of copper acquisition has been shown to be
controlled at the level of transcription by Mac1 (Jungmann, Reins et al. 1993). Mac1 is
activated in response to copper deprivation, leading to transcription of the genes
involved in high affinity copper uptake such as CTR1, CTR3, and FRE1 (Labbe, Zhu et al.
1997; Yamaguchi‐Iwai, Serpe et al. 1997; Jamison McDaniels, Jensen et al. 1999). Mac1 is a
modular protein consisting of a copper responsive trans‐activation domain (TAD) and
DNA binding domain (DBD) (Graden and Winge 1997; Jensen and Winge 1998; Serpe,
Joshi et al. 1999; Keller, Gross et al. 2000). Previous experiments using a fusion protein
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containing the Gal4 DBD and the Mac1 TAD demonstrated that the TAD is responsive to
changes in bioavailable copper levels (Graden and Winge 1997). The carboxyl terminal
Mac1 TAD contains two cysteine and histidine rich domains, REP‐I (C1) and REP‐II
(C2), that each binds four Cu1+ ions in a tetranuclear copper cluster (Jensen and Winge
1998). Mutations in the C1 domain lead to constitutively active Mac1up proteins, while
analogous mutations in the C2 domain decrease the trans‐activation of Mac1 (Jungmann,
Reins et al. 1993; Georgatsou, Mavrogiannis et al. 1997; Graden and Winge 1997; Labbe,
Zhu et al. 1997; Yamaguchi‐Iwai, Serpe et al. 1997; Keller, Gross et al. 2000). Copper
deprivation also results in increased DNA binding of Mac1 to CuRE (Copper‐
Responsive Elements) regions upstream of its target genes (Labbe, Zhu et al. 1997;
Yamaguchi‐Iwai, Serpe et al. 1997; Jamison McDaniels, Jensen et al. 1999; Joshi, Serpe et
al. 1999; Keller, Bird et al. 2005), and there is evidence that a constitutively active Mac1up1
protein binds fewer copper ions per molecule than the wild‐type protein (Jensen and
Winge 1998). Moreover, Mac1up1 is constitutively bound to the promoter of its target
genes (Labbe, Zhu et al. 1997). These observations suggest that loss of copper ions from
Mac1 may be important for its activation. Studies using yeast two hybrid analysis also
indicate that copper starvation results in release of an intramolecular interaction
between the Mac1 DBD and TAD (Jensen and Winge 1998).
While it has previously been demonstrated that Mac1 protein fragments bind
copper ions and that this binding is important for its regulation (Jensen and Winge
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1998), it is unclear how copper binding may be regulated. Previous studies have shown
that Mac1 is a nuclear resident protein, suggesting that copper is either assembled co‐
translationally or is delivered to the nucleus in order to regulate Mac1 (Jungmann, Reins
et al. 1993; Jensen and Winge 1998). However, there is virtually no free copper in the cell
and it has been demonstrated that copper is associated almost exclusively with either
chaperones or the copper‐containing proteins that are targets of these chaperones (Rae,
Schmidt et al. 1999).
We began with the hypothesis that one of the three known copper chaperone
proteins, Atx1, Cox17, or Ccs1, might be responsible for copper delivery to or removal
from Mac1. Here we find that both Ccs1 and its target, Sod1, are necessary for robust
activation of Mac1 in response to low copper conditions. Mac1 activation is due to it
role in delivery of copper to Sod1 and that the disproportionation of superoxide is
necessary for Mac1 activation. However, the role of Sod1 in Mac1 activation appears to
be more complex than simply a global protection against oxidative stress since both
genetic and chemical suppression of oxidative stress in sod1∆ cells failed to restore Mac1
activity to wild‐type levels. Moreover, we demonstrated that Sod1 and the Ccs1 copper
chaperone partially localize to the yeast nucleus and that deletion of SOD1 reduces the
ability of Mac1 to bind to CuRE elements in the genome upstream of the CTR1 gene in
response to low copper bioavailability. Taken together these results suggest that in
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Saccharomyces cerevisiae the Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase enzyme plays a role in the
sensing or responding to copper deficiency to activate gene transcription.

2.2 Materials and methods
Yeast Strains and Plasmids – All isogenic S. cerevisiae deletion strains were
created by replacement of the endogenous locus with a floxed Kanamycin resistance
cassette and subsequent removal of this cassette as described (Guldener, Heck et al.
1996). The sod1∆ pmr1∆ double mutant was created by deletion of PMR1 in an sod1∆
strain, and the ccs1∆ sod1∆ double mutant was created by deletion of SOD1 in a ccs1∆
strain. The SOD1‐GFP and the MAC1‐TAP strains were obtained from the GFP and
TAP tagged collections (Ghaemmaghami, Huh et al. 2003; Huh, Falvo et al. 2003). The
MAC1‐TAP sod1∆ strain was created by deletion of SOD1 in the MAC1‐TAP
background. The MAC1up1 strain and its wild‐type parental strain have been previously
described (Jungmann, Reins et al. 1993), and the MAC1up1 sod1∆ isogenic variant was
created by deletion of SOD1 in this strain. The Y190 yeast strain was used in the yeast
one/ two hybrid experiments, and the Y190 sod1∆ strain was created by deletion of the
SOD1 gene in the Y190 background (Bai and Elledge 1997).
The GAL1‐10‐LacZ reporter plasmid was a generous gift from Dr. Alan
Hinnebusch. The C. elegans SOD1 plasmid was previously described by Jensen and
Culotta (Jensen and Culotta 2005). The ySOD1 plasmid was created by cloning a PCR
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fragment containing the SOD1 gene and its endogenous promoter and terminator as an
Xba1/ Xho1 fragment into the pRS416 vector. The SOD1 plasmid was created by
subcloning the SOD1 sequence from ySOD1 as an XbaI/ Xho1 fragment into the pRS415
vector. The SOD1R143D and the SOD1G85R alleles encoding catalytically inactive SOD1
mutants were created by site directed mutagenesis of SOD1 using overlap PCR and then
cloned as BamHI/ Xho1 fragments into pRS415 (Ho, Hunt et al. 1989; Sikorski and Hieter
1989). A DNA fragment with the coding sequence for the first 105 amino acids of SCO2
as an in‐frame amino‐terminal fusion with the SOD1 gene under the control of the SOD1
promoter was created using overlap PCR and cloned by gap repair into pRS415 to create
the SCO2‐SOD1 plasmid. The pGB4D1‐Trp MAC1 (1‐159), pVT102‐Leu VP16, pVT102‐
leu MAC1 240‐417, and pVT102‐leu MAC1up1 240‐417 plasmids were a generous gift from
Dr. Dennis Winge (Jensen and Winge 1998). For yeast one‐hybrid, a PCR product
containing codons 42‐417 of the MAC1 gene was cloned by gap repair as an in frame
fusion with the GAL4 DNA binding domain of the pGBKT7 plasmid backbone
(Clontech).
β‐Galactosidase Activity Assay for Mac1 function – Cells were transformed
with the previously described Mac1 reporter plasmid pCm64CTR3‐LacZ or pRSCTR3‐
LacZ (Labbe, Zhu et al. 1997) and grown to mid log phase in SC selective media with or
without 10 μM or 100 μM bathocuproinedisulfonic acid (BCS). β‐galactosidase assays
were performed as described by Liu et al (Liu, Morano et al. 1999).
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RNA Blot Analysis – RNA was extracted from cells grown to mid‐log phase
using a modified hot phenol method (Schmitt, Brown et al. 1990). CTR1 or ACT1 gene
fragments were radiolabeled with 32P‐dCTP to be used as probes. Quantification of the
RNA blot was performed using ImageQuant TL v2003.02 software (Amersham
Pharmacia Biosciences) and processed using Adobe Photoshop v7.0 (Adobe Systems).
Immunoblotting – Protein extracts were prepared either using a glass bead/
Triton X‐100 method (Dancis, Haile et al. 1994) or by alkali extraction (Ooi, Rabinovich et
al. 1996). Mitochondria were isolated using the Yeast Mitochondria Isolation Kit
(Sigma), then resuspended in buffer containing 2% Triton X‐100, 10 mM Tris‐HCl (pH
7.5), 500 mM NaCl, and 0.5 mM EDTA and solubilized on ice for 30 minutes. SDS‐
PAGE was performed and samples were probed with anti‐Sod1 antibody (a generous
gift from Dr. Thomas O’Halloran), anti‐TAP antibody (Open Biosystems), anti‐Pgk1
antibody (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen), or anti‐Por1 antibody (Molecular Probes).
Functional Assays for Sod1 and Mac1 – For phenotypic analysis, wild‐type and
mutants were spotted on synthetic complete (SC) plates, SC –lysine plates, SC –
methionine –lysine plates, or media containing ethanol (2%) and glycerol (3%) as the
sole carbon sources (YPEG). To test superoxide dismutase catalytic activity, proteins
extracts were obtained using the glass bead/ Triton X‐100 method and samples were
subjected to non‐denaturing gel electrophoresis followed by nitro‐tetrazolium blue
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staining (Flohe and Otting 1984). Mac1‐TAP protein function was tested by spotting 10‐
fold serial dilutions of cells on YPD, YPEG, and YPEG with 100 μM CuSO4.
Fluorescence Microscopy ‐ A BY4742 derived yeast strain with a functional
genomic fusion of GFP at the carboxyl terminus of the SOD1 or CCS1 open reading
frame was used for localization of Sod1 and Ccs1, respectively (Huh, Falvo et al. 2003).
ChIP PCR Analysis – Chromatin Immuno‐Precipitation was carried out as
previously described (Xiao, Hall et al. 2003). Cells were grown to for three hours to mid
log phase in YPD medium and 100 μM CuSO4 or 500 μM BCS was added and the
incubation continued an additional 15 minutes before crosslinking with formaldehyde.
After cell lysis by vortexing with glass beads and ultrasonication to shear DNA, 250 μg
of protein was immuno‐precipitated with IgG Sepharose beads (GE Healthcare). The
precipitated DNA was used for PCR with primers for either the CTR1 promoter region
or the CMD1 promoter region. The primers used to amplify the CTR1 promoter region
were 5’‐TAA GGA TCG AAA CTG CAC CTC AAC‐3’ and 5’‐ACA TAC AAG ACC CTC
TCG AGA TGA CA‐3’. The primers used to amplify the CMD1 promoter region were
5’‐CGCTTCCTCTCAATTCCCAAAGT‐3’ and 5’‐GTG ATG TAG GAC ACT CTC CAA
GG‐3’. PCR reactions were performed using serial dilutions of the output DNA to be
sure that the reaction was in the linear range, and the ChIP experiment was repeated
three times with similar results. The data presented is representative of three
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independent experiments. Digital images of ChIP results were quantitated using
ImageQuant software and processed using Adobe Photoshop.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Ccs is required for robust activation of Mac1 in response to
copper deficiency
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae expression of the high affinity copper uptake system is
regulated by the copper‐responsive transcription factor Mac1. Mac1 has been
demonstrated to be a nuclear resident protein, and protein fragments have been shown
to directly bind copper atoms, suggesting that the copper status of Mac1 could be
important to its regulation. The mechanism by which copper is incorporated into this
protein remains unknown, and it is unclear how copper might enter or leave the
nucleus. We began by testing whether one of the three known copper chaperones, Atx1,
Ccs1, or Cox17, is involved in the regulation of Mac1. A CTR3‐LacZ reporter plasmid
that contains two copies of the CuRE from the CTR3 promoter upstream of the LacZ
gene was used to quantitate Mac1 activity. We found that the yeast lacking CCS1
display a severe defect in the activation of Mac1 in response to decreased copper
availability induced by supplementation of the growth medium with the copper‐specific
chelator BCS. Cells harboring an atx1∆ allele do not show defects in activation of the
Mac1 reporter, and, as expected, mac1∆ cells are completely defective in CTR3‐LacZ
activity in response to copper deficiency (Figure 5A). The cox17∆ mutant also displays a
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defect in activation of the Mac1 reporter. However, these same cells show a significant
reduction in activation of a reporter gene for the unfolded protein response (Wood and
Thiele, data not shown). These results suggest that the COX17‐dependent defect in
activation of the Mac1 reporter is due to a more general loss of transcriptional
regulation. RNA blotting analysis of the CTR1 transcript confirmed that ccs1∆ mutants
show decreased induction of this Mac1 target gene in response to copper deprivation as
compared to wild‐type cells. As expected, mac1∆ cells show nearly undetectable levels
of CTR1 mRNA (Figure 5B and 5C). Similar results were observed with the transcript of
a second Mac1 target, FRE1, indicating that Ccs1 plays a more general, rather than a
CTR1‐specific, role in Mac1 activation (Wood and Thiele, data not shown).
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Figure 5: The Ccs1 copper chaperone is required for robust activation of Mac1. A, ccs1Δ cells
show defects in the induction of a Mac1 reporter plasmid upon copper depletion. WT, mac1Δ, and
ccs1Δ cells transformed with the pCm64CTR3‐LacZ reporter plasmid were grown to mid‐log phase
in synthetic complete media with no supplementation (Control) or media treated with either 10 or
100 μm copper chelator BCS. β‐Galactosidase assays were performed and analyzed in triplicate.
The data are representative of at least three independent experiments. B, the induction of Mac1
target mRNA upon copper depletion is decreased in ccs1Δ cells. RNA blotting analysis for the
CTR1 transcript was carried out from cells grown under control conditions (‐) or in the presence of
the indicated concentration of the copper‐specific chelator BCS. The ACT1 transcript is shown as an
RNA loading control. C, quantification of mRNA blots from B.
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2.3.2 Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase functions in the activation of
Mac1.
The copper chaperone Ccs1 delivers copper to the Sod1 enzyme in a series of
steps that are critical for Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase activation in yeast (Culotta,
Klomp et al. 1997; Casareno, Waggoner et al. 1998; Rae, Schmidt et al. 1999; Schmidt,
Kunst et al. 2000; Lamb, Torres et al. 2001). Two possibilities could explain the
diminished ability of ccs1∆ mutants to activate Mac1 in response to low copper. First, it
is possible that Ccs1 functions directly in the activation of Mac1. Second, it is possible
that the defect of ccs1∆ cells is an indirect effect due to an inability to deliver copper to,
and thus activate, Sod1. To distinguish between these two possibilities, cells harboring a
wild‐type CCS1 gene but lacking SOD1 were tested for the ability to activate the CTR3‐
LacZ reporter plasmid in response to copper deprivation. sod1∆ mutants display a Mac1
regulation phenotype that phenocopies ccs1∆ cells, consistent with the observation that
yeast Sod1 is largely dependent on Ccs1 for its activation (Figure 6A) (Carroll, Girouard
et al. 2004). As expected, mac1∆ cells are completely defective in activation of CTR1
expression under conditions of copper deficiency. This reduced ability to activate Mac1
is also evident at the level of Mac1 target mRNA as shown by RNA blotting analysis of
the CTR1 transcript (Figure 6B and 6C). The poor activation of Mac1 in an sod1∆ strain
is not due to a general defect in gene transcription, as the induction of the galactose‐
inducible reporter plasmid is unaffected in sod1∆ cells (Figure 6D). However, deletion
of SOD1 in a strain expressing the constitutively active MAC1up1 allele does not affect the
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regulation of Mac1 protein (Figure 6E). These results suggest that the Sod1 protein is
also required for physiological Mac1 activation in the same pathway as Ccs1, yet this
requirement can be bypassed by a constitutively active variant of the Mac1 protein.
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Figure 6: Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase functions in the activation of Mac1. A, sod1Δ cells exhibit
defects in the induction of a Mac1 reporter plasmid upon copper depletion. WT, ccs1Δ, and sod1Δ
cells transformed with the CTR3‐LacZ reporter plasmid were grown to mid‐log phase in complete
media or media with 10 μm or 100 μm BCS and β‐galactosidase assays were performed. ccs1Δ cells
and sod1Δ display similar defects in the ability to activate the Mac1 reporter in response to limiting
copper. Samples were analyzed in triplicate and data are representative of at least three
independent experiments. B, the induction of Mac1 target mRNA upon copper depletion is
decreased in sod1Δ cells. RNA blotting analysis for the CTR1 transcript also indicates that sod1Δ
mutants show decreased activation of Mac1 in response to copper deprivation. C, quantification of
mRNA blots from B. D, sod1Δ cells WT and sod1Δ cells transformed with a galactose‐inducible
reporter plasmid were grown for 0, 1, or 2 h in media containing galactose as the sole carbon
source. β‐Galactosidase activity assays demonstrate that β‐galactosidase is transcribed/translated at
similar levels to WT in sod1Δ mutants. E, WT, MAC1up1, and isogenic MAC1up1 sod1Δ cells
transformed with the CTR3‐LacZ reporter plasmid were grown to mid‐log phase in synthetic
complete media supplemented with 1 μm CuSO4 or 100 μm BCS. MAC1up1 and MAC1up1 sod1Δ cells
show similar levels of Mac1 reporter activity which is higher than WT control cells.
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2.3.3 C. elegans Sod1 rescues Mac1 activation in a Ccs1-independent
manner
Since deletion of either CCS1 or SOD1 leads to a similar defect in Mac1 target
gene activation in response to copper deficiency, it is possible that either one or both of
these proteins may be required for the response to copper deficiency in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. Previous experiments have demonstrated that the C. elegans Sod1 is copper‐
metallated and activated independently of Ccs1, and indeed there is no CCS1
homologue encoded in the C. elegans genome (Jensen and Culotta 2005). We exploited
these observations to ascertain whether a catalytically active Cu, Zn superoxide
dismutase is sufficient to rescue the defect in Mac1 activation in the absence of Ccs1.
The C. elegans Sod1 protein was expressed in ccs1∆ sod1∆ cells and Mac1 activation
measured. As shown in Figure 7A, activation of the CTR3‐LacZ reporter plasmid is
restored by expression of C. elegans Sod1, even in the absence of Ccs1. Superoxide
dismutase in‐gel assays recapitulate previous findings that this C. elegans Cu, Zn
superoxide dismutase is activated in a Ccs1‐independent manner when expressed in the
ccs1∆ sod1∆ double mutant (Figure 7B) (Jensen and Culotta 2005). These results
demonstrate that Sod1 is required for activation of Mac1, and Ccs1 is required only for
its ability to deliver copper to and activate Sod1.
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Figure 7: C. elegans Sod1 rescues Mac1 activation in a Ccs1‐independent manner. A, the SOD1
gene from C. elegans (C. elegans SOD1) rescues the activation of Mac1 protein in ccs1Δ sod1Δ
mutants. WT, ccs1Δ, sod1Δ, and ccs1Δ sod1Δ cells co‐transformed with a CTR3‐LacZ reporter
plasmid and an empty pRS415 vector. ccs1Δ sod1Δ double mutants were also co‐transformed with a
vector carrying the SOD1 gene from C. elegans (C. elegans SOD1). Growth to mid‐log phase in
complete media or media with 10 or 100 μm BCS and subsequent β‐galactosidase assays indicates
the C. elegans SOD1 rescues the activation of Mac1 in a CCS1‐independent manner. B, consistent
with previous reports that copper is inserted into the C. elegans Sod1 protein in a Ccs1‐independent
manner, superoxide dismutase in‐gel activity assays demonstrate that the C. elegans Sod1 protein
has catalytic activity in the absence of Ccs1, and the ccs1Δ sod1Δ double mutant shows no
detectable superoxide dismutase activity.
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2.3.4 Activation of Mac1 requires catalytically-active Sod1
To further explore the requirement for Sod1 in Mac1 activation, we expressed
either wild‐type yeast Sod1 or two mutants with largely compromised catalytic activity.
We expressed either the SOD1R143D allele that disrupts an invariant residue in the
electrostatic loop that guides superoxide to the catalytic site of Sod1 or the SOD1G85R
allele that has been identified in humans as a mutation that leads to familial Amytrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (fALS) (Rosen, Siddique et al. 1993; Wiedau‐Pazos, Goto et al. 1996).
Previous studies demonstrate that protein expressed from the SOD1R143D allele exhibits
an approximately 100 fold decrease in catalytic activity (Fisher, Cabelli et al. 1994), and
that the protein expressed from the SOD1G85R allele binds copper ions yet exhibits
severely diminished superoxide dismutase activity (Nishida, Gralla et al. 1994). As
shown in Figure 8A, while the plasmid‐borne wild‐type yeast Sod1 is able to fully
complement for loss of SOD1 in Mac1 activation, the catalytically compromised Sod1,
expressed from either the SOD1R143D allele or the SOD1G85R allele, is largely defective in
supporting Mac1 activation in response to copper deficiency. Immunoblot analysis
demonstrates that both the wild‐type and the mutant Sod1 proteins are expressed at
similar levels from low copy episomal plasmids (Figure 8B). Consistent with previous
studies, the products of the SOD1R143D allele and the SOD1G85R alleles display little
detectable superoxide dismutase activity (Figure 8C). These results suggest that Sod1
catalytic activity is required for Mac1 activation in response to copper deprivation and
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that the incorporation of copper into Sod1 is not sufficient for its role in the activation of
Mac1.
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Figure 8: Activation of Mac1 requires catalytically active Sod1. A, catalytic activity of Sod1 is
necessary for robust activation of Mac1. WT cells were co‐transformed with a CTR3‐LacZ reporter
and an empty vector, and sod1Δ cells were co‐transformed with CTR3‐LacZ reporter and an empty
vector, a plasmid encoding the yeast SOD1 gene (SOD1), or a plasmid encoding the yeast SOD1
gene with either a mutation that disrupts the proton channel of the Sod1 enzyme (SOD1R143D) or a
mutation corresponding to a human mutation identified in familial amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(SOD1G85R). β‐galactosidase assays were performed as described previously. While yeast Sod1 can
rescue Mac1 activation, neither of the catalytically inactive Sod1 mutantsʹ proteins restores Mac1
reporter activity. B, immunoblot analysis using an antibody against yeast Sod1 (Sod1) demonstrates
that inactive Sod1 proteins are expressed at levels equivalent to wild type Sod1. Immunoblot
analysis of Pgk1 shows that loading of each protein sample is equivalent. C, In gel assays show that
cells transformed with either an empty vector or the mutant SOD1R143D gene or the SOD1G85R gene
exhibit no detectable superoxide dismutase activity, whereas WT cells and sod1Δ expressing the
WT SOD1 gene show considerable superoxide dismutase activity.
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2.3.5 Reduction in cytosolic oxidative stress does not rescue Mac1
activity
Many studies have established that a primary role of Sod1 is to protect cells from
oxidative stress (Fridovich 1989; Yoshida, Maulik et al. 2000; Zhang, Graham et al. 2000;
Liochev and Fridovich 2005). Since Sod1 catalytic activity is required for activation of
Mac1, and Mac1 is a cysteine‐rich protein that could be susceptible to oxidation by
superoxide, the inability to robustly activate Mac1 in sod1∆ cells could be the result of
increased oxidative stress. Extragenic suppressor mutants have been identified that
suppress phenotypes associated with the deletion of SOD1, including the ability to
synthesize methionine and lysine and a growth defect on non‐fermentable carbon
sources. One suppressor is due to a mutation in the PMR1 gene, which encodes a
protein that transports manganese (Mn) into the golgi, resulting in the hyper‐
accumulation of manganese in the cytosol (Lapinskas, Cunningham et al. 1995). Due to
the ability of manganese to scavenge superoxide radicals, the increase in cytosolic
manganese can partially suppress sod1∆ phenotypes (Chang and Kosman 1989).
Deletion of PMR1 in an sod1∆ background restores the ability of S. cerevisiae to grow on
synthetic media lacking methionine and lysine (Figure 9A). However, the sod1∆ pmr1∆
cells are deficient in Mac1 activation in response to copper deficiency (Figure 9B).
Furthermore, addition of manganese ions to the growth medium, previously
demonstrated to rescue aerobic growth defects associated with deletion of SOD1
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(Lapinskas, Cunningham et al. 1995), has no effect on induction of the Mac1‐responsive
reporter plasmid (Figure 9B).
It has previously been shown that either wild‐type human Cu, Zn superoxide
dismutase (hSod1) or hSod1 targeted to the mitochondrial matrix (hSod1matrix), can
rescue the defects associated with increased oxidative stress in sod1∆ yeast cells (Cobine,
Pierrel et al. 2006). Indeed, the inability of sod1∆ yeast cells to grow on non‐fermentable
carbon sources such as ethanol and glycerol is restored by expression of either cytosolic
or matrix‐ localized human Sod1 (Figure 9C). However, neither wild‐type nor
mitochondrial human Sod1 restored the ability of sod1∆ mutants to activate Mac1 during
copper deprivation (Figure 9D). Furthermore, deletion of the gene encoding the
mitochondrial matrix manganese superoxide dismutase, SOD2, does not alter the ability
to activate Mac1 in response to copper deprivation. (Wood and Thiele, data not shown).
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Figure 9: Cytosolic reduction in oxidative stress does not rescue Mac1 activity. A, deletion of PMR1 is able to rescue the sensitivity to oxygen seen in
sod1Δ cells. Serial dilutions of WT, mac1Δ, pmr1Δ, sod1Δ, and sod1Δ pmr1Δ cells were plated on synthetic complete (SC) media or on SC ‐methionine–
lysine media. Deletion of PMR1 is able to rescue the growth defect of sod1Δ cells on SC media without methionine or lysine. B, neither the deletion of
PMR1 nor the addition of exogenous MnCl2, both of which rescue the oxidative stress phenotypes associated with SOD1 deletion, is able to complement
the defect in Mac1 activation seen in sod1Δ mutants. C, yeast or human Sod1 rescues the oxidative stress phenotype associated with SOD1 deletion. Serial
dilutions spotted onto plates containing ethanol and glycerol (YPEG) indicated that sod1Δ cells expressing either the yeast SOD1 gene or the wild type or
the mitochondrial matrix tethered human SOD1 gene are able to grow on the non‐fermentable carbon sources. D, the expression of the yeast, but not the
human, SOD1 gene is able to restore Mac1 activity in sod1Δ cells. Although the transformation of sod1Δ cells with a vector encoding yeast SOD1 gene
restores activity of a Mac1 reporter to wild type levels, transformation with either an empty vector or wild type or the mitochondrial matrix‐tethered
human SOD1 does not restore the ability of sod1Δ cell to activate the reporter.

2.3.6 Ccs1 and Sod1 partially localize to the yeast nucleus
The deletion of PMR1 or the expression of human Sod1 protein are able to restore
growth defects associated with increases in cytosolic and mitochondrial oxidative stress,
yet neither is able to restore wild‐type Mac1 activity in response to copper deficiency.
Since Mac1 is a nuclear protein, it is possible that Sod1 may be required in the nucleus to
promote Mac1 activation. It was previously reported that both Ccs1 and Sod1 partially
localize to the nucleus of mammalian cells (Chang, Slot et al. 1988; Crapo, Oury et al.
1992; Casareno, Waggoner et al. 1998). We carried out fluorescence microscopy of cells
expressing a functional Ccs1‐GFP fusion protein. As shown in Figure 10A, Ccs1‐GFP
partially localizes to the yeast nucleus. Moreover, fluorescence microscopy of a
functional Sod1‐GFP fusion protein showed that this protein also partially localizes to
the nucleus of cells (Figure 10A). Microscopy was carried out using cells grown in the
presence of either 1 μM CuSO4 or 100 μM BCS and no difference was seen in the
localization of either the Ccs1‐GFP or Sod1‐GFP proteins.
To test whether the localization of Sod1 is important for its role in activation of
nuclear‐localized Mac1, we tethered the yeast Sod1 protein to the mitochondrial inner
membrane space by creating an in‐frame fusion of the Sod1 protein to the
transmembrane domain of the mitochondrial resident protein Sco2 (Maxfield, Heaton et
al. 2004). The intact fusion protein was expressed at levels similar to the wild‐type Sod1
protein as demonstrated by immunoblot analysis of Triton solubilized whole cell
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extracts, and this protein is able to restore the ability of sod1∆ cells to grow on non‐
fermentable carbon sources or to grow in the absence of lysine (Figures 10B and 10C).
Immunoblot analysis of fractionated mitochondria indicate that the Sco2‐Sod1 protein is
localized exclusively to the mitochondria (Figure 10D). While the Sco2‐Sod1 fusion
protein is capable of suppressing oxygen‐dependent growth defects when tethered in
the mitochondrial inner membrane space, it is unable to restore the ability of sod1∆ cells
to activate Mac1 in response to low copper (Figure 10E). Taken together, these results
indicate that a global reduction in superoxide levels by Sod1, or Sod1 mimetics, is not
sufficient to restore Mac1 activity. Furthermore, these experiments suggest that
localization of Sod1 is important for its function in the regulation of Mac1.
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Figure 10: Ccs1 and Sod1 partially localize to the yeast nucleus. A, CCS1‐GFP and SOD1‐GFP
cells were examined by fluorescence microscopy to visualize the whole cell (DIC), the nucleus
(DAPI), or either the Ccs1‐GFP or the Sod1‐GFP fusion protein. Nuclear localization of Ccs1‐GFP
and Sod1‐GFP is evident from the overlay image of DAPI and GFP images. B, immunoblot analysis
of Sod1 (Sod1) demonstrates that whole cell protein extracts from WT cells and sod1Δ cells
expressing either the SOD1 gene or the SCO2‐SOD1 gene contain similar amounts of Sod1 protein.
Pgk1 analysis shows that loading of each protein sample is equivalent. C, serial dilution on YPEG
or SC‐ lysine (‐lys) indicates that sod1Δ cells expressing either the yeast SOD1 gene (SOD1) or the
mitochondrial tethered yeast SOD1 (SCO2‐SOD1) gene are able to grow on non‐fermentable carbon
sources or in the absence of lysine. D, fractionation of yeast cells to separate mitochondria (M) from
soluble protein extract (S) and immunoblot analysis using an antibody against yeast Sod1 (Sod1)
demonstrates that a significant portion of Sod1 protein (WT cells or sod1Δ cells expressing wild
type Sod1) is found in the soluble fraction; some Sod1 protein is also localized to the mitochondria.
In yeast expressing Sco2‐Sod1, the Sod1 fusion protein is localized exclusively to the mitochondria.
Analysis of the mitochondrial membrane protein Porin (Por1) demonstrates that fractionation
results in distinct separation of mitochondria. E, β‐galactosidase assays of WT cells co‐transformed
with a CTR3‐LacZ reporter and an empty vector and sod1Δ cells co‐transformed with CTR3‐LacZ
and an empty vector, the yeast SOD1 gene (SOD1), or the SCO2‐SOD1 fusion gene (SCO2‐SOD1)
and grown in complete media or media with 10 μm or 100 μm BCS.
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2.3.7 Sod1 is required for Cu-deficiency induced DNA binding by
Mac1
Previous studies indicate that Mac1 is regulated by copper deficiency at several
different levels including intramolecular interactions, trans‐activation, and the binding
of Mac1 to promoter CuRE elements. We used yeast two‐hybrid analysis to test whether
in response to copper deficiency Sod1 facilitates the loss of the previously observed
intramolecular interaction between the DNA binding domain (DBD) and the trans‐
activation domain (TAD) of Mac1. These experiments showed that there are no
significant differences in the intramolecular interaction of Mac1 in a wild‐type strain as
compared to an isogenic sod1∆ strain (Wood and Thiele, data not shown). We tested
whether the trans‐activation activity of Mac1 is dependent on Sod1 using a yeast one‐
hybrid analysis of a Gal4 DBD ‐ Mac1 TAD fusion protein. These experiments showed
no difference in activation in response to copper deprivation in either the wild‐type
strain or the isogenic sod1∆ strain, suggesting that Sod1 does not influence trans‐
activation by Mac1 (Wood and Thiele, data not shown). ChIP (Chromatin
ImmunoPrecipitation) PCR, using a functional genomic TAP‐tagged version of MAC1,
was used to test whether Sod1 affects the DNA binding of Mac1‐TAP to CuRE sequences
in the CTR1 promoter in response to copper deprivation. The Mac1‐TAP fusion protein
is expressed at similar levels in both wild‐type and sod1∆ cells as demonstrated by
immunoblotting (Figure 11A). Moreover, the Mac1‐TAP protein is functional as
demonstrated by the ability of this strain to grow on non‐fermentable carbon sources,
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conditions under which the copper‐dependent mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase
activity is required (Figure 11B). As shown in Figures 11C and 11D, Mac1‐TAP binding
to the CTR1 promoter region is enhanced nearly four‐fold after treatment with the
copper chelator BCS. While binding of Mac1 to the CTR1 promoter appears to have a
slight basal elevation in sod1∆ cells, the copper‐deficiency induced enhancement of Mac1
binding to the CTR1 promoter is severely compromised in an sod1∆ mutant. Taken
together, these results suggest that Sod1 activity positively influences the ability of Mac1
to bind to the promoter of its target genes in response to copper deficiency.
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Figure 11: Sod1 is required for Cu‐deficiency induced DNA binding of Mac1. A, immunoblot analysis with an antibody against the TAP tag (TAP)
indicates that either WT or sod1Δ cells with a genomic TAP‐tag of the MAC1 gene (MAC1‐TAP) express similar levels of the Mac1 protein. Expression of
3‐phosphoglycerate kinase (Pgk1) was used as a loading control. B, serial dilutions of WT, mac1Δ, and MAC1‐TAP demonstrate that WT and MAC1‐TAP
cells can grow on non‐fermentable carbon sources (YPEG), whereas mac1Δ cells show a severe growth defect on YPEG. C, enrichment of the CTR1
promoter DNA by ChIP PCR is evident after treatment of MAC1‐TAP with 500 μm BCS for 15 min. Isogenic MAC1‐TAP sod1Δ cells do not demonstrate
significant enrichment of the CTR1 promoter. There is no apparent binding of Mac1 at the calmodulin (CMD1) promoter. D, quantification of ChIP results
from C.

2.4 Discussion
Given the importance of copper for aerobic life, all organisms must adjust to
changes in intracellular and extracellular levels to ensure an adequate, but not toxic,
supply. In S. cerevisiae the expression of genes encoding copper acquisition proteins that
include the Ctr1 and Ctr3 high affinity Cu1+ importers and the Cu2+ Fre1
metalloreductase is induced under conditions of copper deficiency by the Mac1
transcription factor. Previous studies have established that two homologous repeats in
Mac1, REP‐I and REP‐II, contain a critical array of cysteine and histidine residues that
are required for regulatory responses to copper. Moreover, studies have demonstrated
that Mac1 is bound to CuRE elements in the promoter regions of its target genes in vivo
in response to low extracellular copper availability and the occupation of the CuRE
elements is reduced under conditions of copper adequacy (Labbe, Zhu et al. 1997; Keller,
Bird et al. 2005). Furthermore, studies suggest that Mac1 is subject to changes in
intramolecular interactions as a function of copper availability and that the Mac1 trans‐
activation domain is regulated by copper. Finally, reports suggest that Mac1 is a
phosphor‐protein, but the precise role of this post‐translational event in Mac1 function is
not understood (Heredia, Crooks et al. 2001). Taken together, we currently know little
about the mechanisms by which Mac1 senses and or responds to changes in copper
availability to activate transcription of genes involved in copper acquisition.
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Previous studies suggest that Mac1 binds copper in vivo with a stoichiometry of
eight copper ions to one Mac1 protein (Jensen and Winge 1998) and that a polypeptide
fragment corresponding to the REP‐I cysteine‐rich minimal regulatory domain binds
four Cu1+ in a tetracopper cluster (Brown, Keller et al. 2002). A Mac1 genetic variant,
MAC1up1, harbors a histidine to glutamine replacement and both constitutively binds
CuRE elements in vivo and constitutively activates target gene transcription. The
observation that Mac1up1 has been shown to co‐purify with only four copper atoms
suggests a model whereby Mac1 may be regulated by reversible metallation in vivo. To
address this hypothesis, we tested whether Mac1‐mediated target gene activation in
response to decreased bioavailable extracellular copper levels is dependent on any of the
currently known soluble copper chaperones.
While our initial studies identified the Ccs1 copper chaperone for Sod1 as being
important for Mac1‐mediated activation of both CTR3‐lacZ reporter gene and
endogenous CTR1 gene expression, our subsequent experiments demonstrate that this
requirement for Ccs1 in Mac1 activation is indirect, and Ccs1 is simply required for the
activation of Sod1. This conclusion is based on the observation that a C. elegans Sod1
protein that is copper‐loaded in a Ccs1‐independent manner can restore full activation of
Mac1 in the absence of the yeast CCS1 and SOD1 gene. Moreover, the observation that
wild type, but not catalytically inactive yeast Sod1 proteins, can rescue the Mac1
activation defect of a strain lacking Sod1 suggests that catalytic activity is necessary for
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Mac1 activation under conditions of copper deficiency. Because the catalytically
compromised Sod1 mutants have previously been shown to bind copper, this defect in
Mac1 activation is unlikely to be due to the generation of an altered intracellular copper
pool.
Previous studies indicate that Mac1 is regulated at multiple levels in response to
changes in the availability of copper. Our experiments demonstrate that Sod1 is required
for copper deficiency‐induced binding to CuRE elements in the promoter of CTR1, but
not for changes in intramolecular interactions, nor for trans‐activation when the Mac1
TAD is delivered to the DNA via a surrogate DNA binding domain. How does Sod1
facilitate Mac1 DNA binding in response to copper deficiency? While Sod1 catalytic
activity is essential for this function, the use of pharmacological superoxide scavengers
and genetic suppression of sod1∆ support the notion that the destruction or
sequestration of superoxide anion per se, is not the critical step. Given that the
superoxide anion disproportionation reaction carried out by Sod1 also results in the
generation of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), it is possible that Sod1‐generated H2O2 serves
as an important signal or reactant for Mac1 activation under conditions of copper
deficiency. H2O2 is a well‐established signaling agent that is known to regulate receptor
phosphorylation, transcription factor activity, and other regulatory events (Stone and
Yang 2006; Veal, Day et al. 2007). One well characterized example is OxyR, a bacterial
H2O2‐responsive transcription factor harboring a cysteine that is converted to sulfenic
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acid as a key step in its activation pathway (Zheng, Aslund et al. 1998; Choi, Kim et al.
2001). Additionally, the yeast Yap1 protein is also modified at cysteine residues by H2O2
as a central component of its activation mechanism to protect against oxidative stress
(Schnell, Krems et al. 1992; Delaunay, Isnard et al. 2000; Delaunay, Pflieger et al. 2002;
Azevedo, Tacnet et al. 2003). Perhaps more relevant to Mac1, the bacterial Hsp33
protein chaperone has been demonstrated to be activated for substrate binding via H2O2‐
mediated Zn ejection and a concomitant conformational change (Jakob, Eser et al. 2000;
Graf, Martinez‐Yamout et al. 2004; Ilbert, Graf et al. 2006). Given that the constitutively
active Mac1up protein has been shown to bind fewer copper atoms than wild type Mac1,
it is possible that the loss of copper from Mac1 activates its DNA binding function. The
localized generation of H2O2 by Sod1 could facilitate cysteine oxidation, thereby
enhancing the lability of bound copper. Interestingly, our experiments indicate that
Mac1up1 protein functions to activate CTR1 expression independently of Sod1.
Although further investigations will be necessary to decipher the mechanism by
which Sod1 activates Mac1, our results suggest that Sod1 and Mac1 are at least partially
co‐localized. While yeast Sod1 is known to be present in both the cytosol and
mitochondrial inter‐membrane space, our studies here suggest that Sod1 may also
partially localize to the nucleus, as might the Ccs1 copper chaperone that is required for
Sod1 activation. Previous studies in mammals have also noted the presence of a sub‐
fraction of Cu, Zn Sod, and Ccs1, in the nucleus. Moreover, although tethering Sod1 to
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the mitochondrial inner membrane was able to reverse oxidative stress phenotypes
associated with sod1∆ cells, the Sco2‐Sod1 fusion protein did not support wild type
Mac1 activation in response to copper deficiency. While these observations are
consistent with a potential nuclear role for Sod1 in Mac1 activation, two‐hybrid
experiments were negative (Wood and Thiele, data not shown) and thus it is currently
unclear whether there is a direct interaction between Mac1 and Sod1. Moreover, it is not
clear why yeast and C. elegans Sod1 support Mac1 activation, but the expression of
human Cu, Zn superoxide dismutase, capable of suppressing oxidative stress
phenotypes, cannot support Mac1 activation. Perhaps there are distinct structural
differences between human and yeast or worm Sod1 that preclude a functional
interaction or human Sod1 may not exhibit the same localization pattern in yeast as the
other Sod1 proteins.
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3. Functional and regulatory interactions between Ctr1
and Ctr2

3.1 Introduction
Ctr2 is a conserved gene present in the genome of all mammals for which there is
sequence data available. This gene is predicted to encode a Cu transporter of the
SLC31A (Ctr) family of solute carrier proteins. Few publications have been written
regarding the role of mammalian Ctr2, and these have come to mixed conclusions
principally through the analysis of Ctr2 function in cultured cell systems. Two initial
publications from independent groups suggested that mammalian Ctr2 functions much
like Ctr1, another member of the SLC31A superfamily, to transport Cu into the cytosol
of the cell. However, these authors fail to agree on whether this transport occurs at the
plasma membrane or from within an intracellular storage vesicle (van den Berghe,
Folmer et al. 2007; Bertinato, Swist et al. 2008). More recent data suggests that the Ctr2
protein might be involved in the uptake of the chemotherapeutic drug cisplatin by the
cell, and is possibly a positive regulator of macropinocytosis (Blair, Larson et al. 2010) .
Interestingly, these analyses suggest that unlike Ctr1, which functions in the delivery of
cisplatin into the cell and increases toxicity of the drug, expression of Ctr2 actually
makes cells more resistant to cisplatin (Blair, Larson et al. 2009; Blair, Larson et al. 2010).
The Ctr2 gene encodes a protein which shares many functional features with
members of the more well studied Ctr1 family of Cu importers. Both the mammalian
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Ctr1 and Ctr2 genes are predicted to encode short proteins which contain three trans‐
membrane domains (TMDs), an extracellular amino terminus, a large cytosolic loop
between TMD 1 and TMD 2, and a shorter intracellular carboxyl terminus (Kim, Nevitt
et al. 2008). In mice, the two proteins display approximately twenty‐five percent
sequence identity, and the transmembrane domains of mouse Ctr1 and mouse Ctr2 are
approximately forty percent identical. This includes a precise conservation of an
MxxxM motif which is thought, in Ctr1, to bind Cu ions and coordinate their
translocation across the plasma membrane (Puig, Lee et al. 2002). The Ctr2 protein also
contains the more loosely conserved GxxxG motif which is predicted to facilitate α‐
helical packing between the membrane spanning domains of the protein (Aller, Eng et
al. 2004; De Feo, Mootien et al. 2010).
Outside of the transmembrane domains the conservation between the Ctr2 and
Ctr1 proteins drops off significantly. The mammalian Ctr2 proteins have a shorter
amino terminus than their Ctr1 counterparts, and this shorter Ctr2 extracellular domain
is notably lacking in most of the Cu‐coordinating methionine and histidine residues
present in Ctr1. Previous studies have demonstrated that these residues are involved in
the efficient uptake of Cu by Ctr1 when levels of the ion become limiting (Puig, Lee et al.
2002). The Ctr2 protein also lacks the previously identified N‐ and O‐linked
glycosylation sites present in the amino terminus of Ctr1. Respectively, mutation of the
N‐ and O‐ glycosylation sites decreases the ability of Ctr1 to transport Cu or increases
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the cleavage of the protein into a 17 kDa form that transports Cu into the cell at
approximately half the rate of the full length protein (Maryon, Molloy et al. 2007;
Maryon, Zhang et al. 2009). While the cytosolic carboxyl terminus of Ctr1 is
approximately fifteen amino acids long, the Ctr2 protein is predicted to have a cytosolic
carboxyl terminus of only three amino acids. This cytosolic portion of Ctr2 does not
contain the conserved cysteine‐histidine motif that is typical of the Ctr1 family of
proteins and that has been demonstrated to be important for their function in Cu uptake
(Eisses and Kaplan 2005).
We sought to determine the role of Ctr2 in mammals by the creation of a targeted
deletion of Ctr2 from the mouse genome. These Ctr2 knock‐out mice (Ctr2‐/‐) were viable
and displayed no overt phenotypes. Comparison of Ctr2 expression in wild‐type
(Ctr2+/+) and ctr2‐/‐ mice showed that Ctr2 is most highly expressed in the testis, and that
the Ctr2 protein migrates at approximately 15 kDa on SDS‐PAGE analysis. This is in
agreement with the predicted molecular weight of the protein as well as the size of the
protein when expressed in yeast, and this also indicates that, unlike Ctr1, Ctr2 does not
undergo significant glycosylation.
Protein levels of the Cu‐containing protein CoxIV have been demonstrated to
decrease when animals are raised on a Cu‐deficient diet, and since this discovery CoxIV
protein has been used as a faithful marker of bioavailable Cu status (Medeiros,
Davidson et al. 1993). Strikingly, examination of CoxIV protein levels as well as ICP‐MS
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analysis indicates that the tissues of Ctr2‐/‐ mice hyper‐accumulate Cu. Analysis of these
same tissues also showed that levels of full length glycosylated Ctr1 were relatively even
between Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ mice, and that Ctr2‐/‐ mice express significantly less of the
hypo‐functional 17 kDa cleaved form of Ctr1. In agreement with this finding, HEK293T
cells stably transfected to over‐express Ctr2 became Cu‐starved and also showed a
dramatic increase in the amount the of cleaved Ctr1 17 kDa protein. Over‐expression of
Ctr2 in MEF cells derived from wild‐type or Ctr1‐/‐ embryos demonstrated that the ability
of Ctr2 to make cells Cu‐deficient is dependent on Ctr1. Given these results, we present
a new model in which mammalian Ctr2 does not normally function as a Cu importer,
but rather functions as a negative regulator of Ctr1, probably by promoting its cleavage
into a less functional form of the protein.

3.2 Materials and methods
Plasmids – Ctr2 and Ctr1 expression vectors were created by subcloning of the
appropriate cDNA into pCDNA3.1(+). The inducible Ctr2 expression vector was created
by subcloning of the Ctr2 cDNA into a pCDNA4TOMycHisA expression vector, leaving
the endogenous stop codon intact. The Ctr2MxxxM mutant was created by site‐directed
mutagenesis using the QuickChange XL kit (Stratagene). The alleles expressing the
FLAG‐tagged versions of Ctr1 and Ctr2 were created using primers encoding a unique
restriction site and two FLAG tags in frame with the coding sequence of the gene. After
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PCR amplification of the tagged gene, standard cloning techniques were used to create
the plasmids described.
PCR genotyping, Southern Blot Analysis, RNA Blot Analysis, and Semi‐
Quantitative RT‐PCR – PCR to determine the genotype of mice used in this study was
performed per standard techniques using the schematic diagrammed in Figure 17B.
Southern blot analysis for genotyping was carried out per standard protocol and as
indicated by the illustration in Figure 17. For RNA blot analysis, total RNA was
extracted from harvested tissues using a modified hot phenol method (Schmitt, Brown et
al. 1990). Twenty micrograms total RNA was separated by electrophoreses on a 1%
formaldehyde–agarose gel and transferred to a nylon membrane. Ctr2 or Ctr1 gene
fragments were radiolabeled with 32P‐dCTP to be used as probes. For semi‐quantitative
RT‐PCR, cDNA was synthesized with SuperScript III Kit (Invitrogen), and the target
genes were amplified using primers specific for each gene, electrophoresed on a 2%
agarose gel, and visualized by ethidium bromide staining
Immunoblotting – Protein extracts were prepared by lysis in Triton cell lysis
buffer containing 1XPBS, 1% Triton X‐100, 0.1%SDS, and 1 mM EDTA. Cells or
homogenized tissues were incubated 30 minutes on ice before pelleting debris by
centrifugation. SDS‐PAGE was performed per standard protocol. A synthetic peptide
of the sequence H2N‐CLGPDQDSTGSRSTSDNRT‐CO2H, which corresponds to the
cytosolic loop between transmembrane domains 1 and 2 of mouse Ctr2 protein, was
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used as antigen for generation and affinity purification of rabbit polyclonal antiserum by
Bethyl Laboratories, Inc. (Montgomery, TX). The Ctr1 antibody against the cytosolic
loop of Ctr1 has been previously described and the Ctr1 antibody against the amino
terminal of Ctr1 was a generous gift from Dr. Jack Kaplan, University of Illinois at
Chicago. Polyclonal α‐Actin (20‐33) (Sigma St. Louis, MO), monoclonal α‐Complex IV,
subunit IV (MitoSciences, Eugene OR), polyclonal α‐Ccs (FL‐274) (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA), and monoclonal α‐FLAG M2 (Sigma, St. Louis, MO)
antibodies were also used. Alexa Fluor 488 anti‐rabbit IgG and Alexa Fluor 568 anti‐
mouse IgG were obtained from Invitrogen.
Tissue preparation, cell culture, and animals – Tissues were dissected after
perfusion with phosphate‐buffered saline (pH 7.4) for ICP‐MS or without perfusion for
other experiments, frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80°C until use. The Ctr1
knock‐out (Ctr1−/−) and wild‐type mouse embryonic fibroblasts and their culture
conditions were described previously. To create TET inducible stable MEF cell lines,
linearized vectors described were electroporated using the Amaxa Nucleofector MEF 2
kit (Lonza) and selected with Zeocin (for pCDNA4TO derivatives) and Blasticidin (for
pCDNA6TR). Human embryonic kidney cells (HEK293T) and HeLa cells were cultured
in DMEM supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum. For immunofluorescence
and cell surface antibody labeling, HeLa cells were transiently transfected with the
vectors described in the figure legends using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). To create
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stable cell lines, HEK293 cells were transfected with the linearized vectors described
using Lipofectamine 2000 and standard protocols. Stably over‐expressing cells were
selected by Geneticin. These cells were grown overnight in Cu‐supplemented or BCS
supplemented growth media as described in the figure legends. For analysis of Ctr1
ability, HEK293T cells were pretreated with 100 mg/ml cycloheximide for 20 min;
treated with CuSO4, bathocuproine disulfonate (BCS), ferric ammonium sulfate, or
ZnCl2; and incubated as described in the figure legends. Total protein was extracted and
subjected to immunoblotting as described above.
Immunoflourescence microscopy and cell surface antibody labeling – HeLa cells
were grown on sterile glass coverslips in 6‐well plates for 48. To detect the total pool of
FLAG‐tagged Ctr2 or Ctr1 protein, cells were washed twice with 1 ml of ice‐cold PBS
and fixed for 10 min at 25 °C using 4% paraformaldehyde. The cells were then
permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X‐100 in PBS for 5 min, blocked for 1 h with 1% bovine
serum albumin in PBS, and then probed with the anti‐FLAG antibodies (10 μg/ml)
followed by Alexa 488 anti‐mouse antibodies. To label only the surface pool of FLAG‐
tagged protein, the Triton X‐100 permeabilization step was omitted and fixed cells were
blocked and probed with the anti‐FLAG antibodies as described above. For cell surface
labeling of Ctr1 and Ctr2, HeLa cells were transfected with the N‐FLAG‐Ctr2, Ctr2‐C‐
FLAG, N‐FLAG‐Ctr1, or Ctr1‐C‐FLAG expression vectors. Cells were switched to ice
before adding monoclonal α‐FLAG antibody. After extensive washing, the cells were
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harvested, lysed, and the amount of antibody recovered from the cell surface was
determined by SDS‐PAGE followed by detection with an HRP‐conjugated mouse
secondary antibody that recognizes the FLAG antibody. Immunoblot analysis with an
antibody against the FLAG epitope was used to determine the total levels of Ctr2 or Ctr1
protein in the cell.

Tissue Metal Measurements – Copper, iron, and zinc concentrations were
measured from nitric acid‐digested tissues by inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP‐MS) as described (Nose, Kim et al. 2006). The values were normalized
by tissue wet weight or protein concentration.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Generation of a Ctr2 deletion mouse model
To ascertain if Ctr2 might play a role in copper transport in the mouse, a mouse
model with a targeted deletion of the Ctr2 gene was created. This was accomplished by
flanking exons 2‐4 of the Ctr2 coding region with loxP recombination sites from the
bacteriophage P1 by homologous recombination in mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells
(Nagy, Rossant et al. 1993; Liu, Grinberg et al. 1998; Nagy 2000) (see Figure 12A).
Incorporation of these ES cells into developing blastocysts by standard techniques
resulted in germline transmission of the floxed Ctr2 allele. Crossing of the floxed mouse
with a mouse line expressing Cre recombinase under the control of the EIIA promoter
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created mice heterozygous for deletion of the entire Ctr2 coding sequence except the
DNA encoding the first two amino acids, hereafter referred to as Ctr2+/‐ (Nagy 2000).
Ctr2+/‐ animals were crossed and the genotype of animals in the resulting litters
was analyzed according the PCR schematic illustrated in Figure 12B. The ratio of wild‐
type (Ctr2+/+), heterozygous, and knockout (Ctr2‐/‐) pups born followed the expected
Mendelian ratio, indicating that deletion of Ctr2 does not result in embryonic lethality
(data not shown). The Ctr2‐/‐ pups showed no obvious growth or developmental defects
(Figure 13A), and all tissues examined appear overtly normal (data not shown).
Deletion of the Ctr2 gene was confirmed by Southern blot and RNA blot analysis of
DNA or RNA obtained from Ctr2+/+, Ctr2+/‐, Ctr2‐/‐ animals (Figures 13B and 13C).
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Figure 12: Schematic for generation of a Ctr2 deletion mouse model. A, Schematic of targeting vector design for deletion of exons 2, 3, and 4 of the
mouse Ctr2 gene (Slc31a2). The Ctr2 structural gene (black boxes) was flanked by loxP sites (white triangles) followed by the PGK‐neo cassette (white
box) with an additional loxP site. The floxed Ctr2 gene was removed by crossbreeding with EIIa mice, and mice having the desired genomic deletion of
Ctr2 were obtained. B, Schematic of the primers used to confirm the excision of the Ctr2 gene. Primers specific for Ctr2+/+ in black and primers specific for
Ctr2‐/‐ in grey (Figure courtesy of Dr. Yasuhiro Nose who created the Ctr2‐/‐ mouse).

Figure 13: Ctr2‐/‐ mice are viable. A, Wild‐type and Ctr2‐/‐ are visually indistinguishable. An
example of typical Ctr2+/+ (left) and a Ctr2‐/‐ (right) littermates. B, Southern blot analysis of DNA
from Ctr2+/ + (+/+). Ctr2+/‐ (+/‐), and a Ctr2‐/‐ (‐/‐) mice (courtesy of Dr. Yasuhiro Nose). EcoRV
digestion of genomic DNA from Ctr2+/ +, Ctr2+/∆, and a Ctr2∆/∆ releases a 6.2 kb fragment, 6.2 kb and
7.9 kb, and 7.9 kb fragment respectively. EcoRI digestion of genomic DNA from Ctr2+/ +, Ctr2+/∆,
and a Ctr2∆/∆ releases a 6.8 kb fragment, 6.8 kb and 5.2 kb, and 5.2 kb fragment respectively. C,
RNA blot analysis of RNA from Ctr2+/ +, Ctr2+/‐, and a Ctr2‐/‐ mice. RNA extracted from testis of
each mouse was used for RNA hybridization with a probe created from a plasmid encoding the
entire cDNA of the Ctr2 gene. Autoradiograph analysis shows the Ctr2 mRNA is readily detectable
from the Ctr2+/ + mouse, is detectable at slightly diminished intensity from the Ctr2+/‐ mouse, and is
undetectable from the Ctr2‐/‐ mouse. Ethidium bromide staining of all three samples demonstrates
that RNA loading levels are relatively even.
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3.3.2 Ctr2 is expressed in the testis, and Ctr2 deletion causes copper
hyper-accumulation
Since deletion of the Ctr2 gene caused no obvious phenotype in mice, we sought
to determine where the gene was expressed in order to more carefully analyze those
tissues for potential alterations in Cu homeostasis. Semi‐quantitative RT‐PCR was used
to examine the level of Ctr2 RNA expression from several tissues including the heart,
liver, kidney, spleen, testis, small intestine, and brain. As seen in Figure 14A, Ctr2
mRNA is most highly expressed in the mouse testis, with intermediate levels of RNA
observed in the kidney, heart, and brain and low levels in the liver, spleen, and small
intestine. No PCR products using Ctr2 –specific primers products are evident in tissues
from a Ctr2‐/‐ animal. Also, no PCR products can be seen when RNA from the same
tissues is used without amplification of cDNA prior to DNase digestion and PCR (No
RT lane in Figure 14A). RNA quantification and cDNA amplification was relatively
even as can be seen by PCR using primers specific for either actin or 18S ribosomal RNA.
To determine whether Ctr2 protein is expressed in the mouse testis, protein
extracts from the testis of Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ animals were analyzed by western blot using
an affinity purified antibody directed an antigen from within the cytosolic loop of the
mouse Ctr2 protein. A clear band of approximately 15kDa is detectable in tissues from
the Ctr2+/+ animals, however this band is not seen in Ctr2‐/‐ animals (Figure 14B). This is
approximately the expected size of the Ctr2 protein without post‐translational
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modifications such as glycosylation suggesting that, unlike Ctr1, the Ctr2 protein is not
heavily glycoslyated in the tissues tested. Ctr2 protein was also detected at lower levels
in the kidney, heart, and spleen (data not shown). The detection of Ctr2 protein from
spleen tissues might indicate that the protein levels are controlled in part at the post‐
translational level since this tissue expressed very little Ctr2 mRNA.
Protein levels of the cytochrome C oxidase subunit CoxIV have previously been
demonstrated to fluctuate in response to changing cellular Cu availability (Medeiros,
Davidson et al. 1993). Specifically, when levels of bio‐available Cu are high, the levels of
the CoxIV protein are correspondingly increased. We examined by immunoblot
analysis the levels of CoxIV protein from the testis of Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ littermates from
two different age groups (Figure 14B). Surprisingly, we found that CoxIV protein levels
were higher in the Ctr2‐/‐ animals than the wild‐type controls. This suggests that, despite
the deletion of a presumed Cu transporter, the Ctr2‐/‐ animals accumulate increased
bioavailable Cu in a tissue where the Ctr2 protein is normally expressed at relatively
high levels.
Because analysis of CoxIV protein levels is only an indicator of bioavailable Cu
levels in the cells, we measured total cellular Cu levels by inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry (ICP‐MS). ICP‐MS analysis of tissues harvested from four to eight
month old mice indicated that Cu levels in many tissues were significantly higher in
Ctr2‐/‐ than in Ctr2+/+ controls (Figure 15A). The levels of iron (Fe), manganese , and zinc
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were essentially unchanged between the two genotypes (Figure 15B; manganese and
zinc data not shown). Taken together these results indicate that deletion of Ctr2 results
in an over‐accumulation of both bioavailable and total copper in mice.

Figure 14: Ctr2 is expressed in the testis, and Ctr2 deletion causes copper hyper‐accumulation.
A, Semi‐quantitative RT‐PCR of cDNA made from heart (H), liver (L), spleen (S), kidneys (K), testis
(T), small intestine (SI), and brain (B) demonstrates that Ctr2 mRNA is expressed in many tissues,
with levels being highest in the testis. A PCR product corresponding to Ctr2 mRNA is not
observed in tissues taken from a Ctr2‐/‐ mouse or from samples to which no reverse transcriptase
has been added prior to cDNA amplification (No RT). Analysis of RNA levels from 18S ribosomal
RNA and Actin indicate that the amount of cDNA used as template for the PCR reactions was
relatively equal for all samples tested. B, Immunoblot analysis of Triton‐solubilized protein from
the testis of two sets of Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ littermates of 5 months (two left samples) and 7.5 months
(two right samples) of age. Analysis using a polyclonal antibody against mouse Ctr2 shows a
distinct band of approximately 15 kDa in the two Ctr2+/+ mice that is absent in the Ctr2‐/‐ mice.
Analysis of the Cu biomarkers CoxIV and Ccs shows that level of proteins are higher and lower,
respectively, in Ctr2‐/‐ mice.
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Figure 15: Total copper in increased in Ctr2‐/‐ mice as determined by ICP‐MS analysis. A, ICP‐MS
analysis to determine total levels of tissue metals demonstrates that the absolute levels of Cu in
almost every tissue tested are increased in the Ctr2‐/‐ mice compared to the Ctr2+/+ controls. B, Iron
levels are unchanged between Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ mice.
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3.3.3 Over-expression of Ctr2 in cultured cells decrease bioavailable
copper
Because deletion of the Ctr2 gene resulted in increased tissue copper in mice, we
next went on to examine the effect of Ctr2 over‐expression in cultured cells. To this end
we stably transfected HEK293 cells with either the pCDNA3.1 vector (Vector) or a
pCDNA3.1 vector containing the coding sequence of the mouse Ctr2 gene under the
control of the CMV promoter (Ctr2). Two independently derived stable clones were
selected and purified for each cell line to isolate cells over‐expressing equivalent levels
of Ctr2 protein. Immunoblot analysis of protein extracts from cells stably transfected
with Ctr2 demonstrate the presence of a protein species of approximately 15kDa in size
(Figure 16). It has previously been established that protein levels of the Cu chaperone
for superoxide dismutase (Ccs) are higher when copper becomes limiting (Prohaska,
Broderius et al. 2003). The HEK293 stable cell lines were grown under Cu‐replete and
Cu‐deficient conditions and protein levels of Ccs were analyzed. As seen in Figure 16,
Ccs levels in cells grown under Cu‐replete conditions are relatively even between all of
the cell lines. However, cells over‐expressing Ctr2 and grown in Cu‐deficient conditions
have significantly higher levels of Ccs protein than control cells transfected with an
empty vector. These results indicate that over‐expression of Ctr2 in conditions where
Cu is limiting results in a physiologically significant Cu deficiency. Immunoblot
analysis of actin protein demonstrates that loading of protein from each sample was
relatively even.
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Figure 16: Over‐expression of Ctr2 in cultured cells decreases bioavailable copper. HEK293 cells
stably transfected with either an empty pDNA3.1 plasmid (Vector) or a pCDNA plasmid with Ctr2
expressed under the control of a CMV promoter (Ctr2). Immunoblot analysis with an antibody
specific to mouse Ctr2 indicates that the protein is expressed only in those transfected with the Ctr2
over‐expression vector. Immunoblot analysis of Ccs shows that levels of the protein are relatively
even under Cu‐sufficient conditions (200μM Cu) but that Ccs levels are increased in Ctr2‐over‐
expressing cells grown under Cu‐deficient conditions (500μM BCS). Actin protein levels show that
loading of protein samples is even.

3.3.4 Ectopically expressed Ctr2 is partially localized to the plasma
membrane and has the same topology as Ctr2
Given that deletion of Ctr2 leads to the hyper‐accumulation of Cu in mouse
tissues and that over‐expression of Ctr2 leads to Cu deficiency, one possible explanation
of the role of Ctr2 in the cell is that the protein functions to mobilize Cu out of cells.
Previous work has demonstrated that the Ctr1 protein has an extracellular amino
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terminus and an intracellular carboxyl terminus (Dancis, Yuan et al. 1994; Puig, Lee et al.
2002). One possible mechanism for Ctr2 to traffic Cu in the opposite direction as the
structurally related Ctr1 protein is that its topology might be switched with respect to
the cytosol of the cell. To test this hypothesis, we constructed expression vectors of both
Ctr2 with either an amino (N‐FLAG‐Ctr2) or carboxyl (Ctr2‐C‐FLAG) terminal 2X‐FLAG
epitope tags. These plasmids were transiently transfected into HeLa cells, and the cells
were grown on glass slips for immunofluorescence studies using an antibody against the
FLAG epitope. Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and Ctr2 or Ctr1 was
detected using anti‐FLAG antibodies either with or without permeabilization of the
plasma membrane with 0.1% Triton X‐100. As has been previously shown for Ctr1, N‐
FLAG‐Ctr2 is detectable at the plasma membrane with or without permeabilization
(Figure 17A) (Guo, Smith et al. 2004). Ctr2‐C‐FLAG is only detectable in permeabilized
cells, consistent with previously reported topological studies (Bertinato, Swist et al.
2008). Similar to what is observed with Ctr1, N‐FLAG‐Ctr2 is detectable at the plasma
membrane with or without permeabilization, while Ctr2‐C‐FLAG is only detectable in
permeabilized cells. These results suggest that the Ctr2 protein has a similar topology to
Ctr1 and is partially localized to the plasma membrane. The Ctr2 protein also displays
punctuate vesicular staining within the cytosol when expressed in transfected cells in
addition to the fluorescence observed at the cell surface. DAPI was used to stain nuclei
in HeLa cells transfected with the Ctr2‐C‐FLAG construct in order to visualize cells.
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Immunofluorescence with an antibody against the intracellular protein actin was used to
check the integrity of the cell membrane in non‐permeabilized cells versus
permeabilized cells (Figure17B).

As an independent assay, the localization of Ctr2 protein to the plasma
membrane as well as its topology was also tested by measuring the amount of FLAG‐
epitope bound at the cell surface. HeLa cells transfected with the N‐FLAG‐Ctr2 and
Ctr2‐C‐FLAG described above as well as similarly constructed N‐FLAG‐Ctr1 and Ctr1‐
C‐FLAG expression vectors were grown in six‐well plates then switched to ice to
prevent trafficking of membrane proteins and endocytosis before adding monoclonal α‐
FLAG antibody. After extensive washing, cells were harvested, lysed, and the amount
of antibody recovered from the cell surface was determined by SDS‐PAGE followed by
detection with an HRP‐conjugated mouse secondary antibody that recognizes the FLAG
antibody. As shown in Figure 17C, the secondary antibody detects the FLAG antibody
as a high molecular weight band of approximately 100 kDa, and significantly more
FLAG antibody was bound to the cell surface of cells expressing either the N‐FLAG‐Ctr2
or the N‐FLAG‐Ctr1 expression vectors compared to cells expressing the corresponding
carboxyl terminal epitope‐tagged proteins. Immunoblot analysis for the total levels of
FLAG‐tagged Ctr2 or Ctr1 protein indicates that both amino‐ and carboxyl‐tagged
constructs of each protein are expressed at similar levels, and immunoblot analysis with
an antibody against actin shows that loading of the samples is even.
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Figure 17: Ctr2 is partially localized to the plasma membrane and has the same topology as Ctr1. A, Immunoflourescence analysis was performed on
HeLa transiently transfected with vectors encoding Ctr2 with either an amino (N‐FLAG‐Ctr2) or carboxyl (Ctr2‐C‐FLAG) terminal 2X‐FLAG epitope tag.
Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and Ctr2 or Ctr1 was detected using anti‐FLAG antibodies either with or without permeabilization of the
plasma membrane with 0.1% Triton X‐100. As has been previously shown for Ctr1, N‐FLAG‐Ctr2 is detectable at the plasma membrane with or without
permeabilization. Ctr2‐C‐FLAG is undetectable unless cells are first permeabilized.

Figure 17 (continued from previous page): Ctr2 is partially localized to the plasma membrane
and has the same topology as Ctr1. B, In HeLa cells transfected with the Ctr2‐C‐FLAG construct,
DAPI was used to visualize cells. Immunofluorescence with an antibody against the intracellular
protein actin was used to check the integrity of the cell membrane in non‐permeabilized cells
versus permeabilized cells. C, HeLa cells were transfected with the N‐FLAG‐Ctr2, Ctr2‐C‐FLAG,
N‐FLAG‐Ctr1, or Ctr1‐C‐FLAG expression vectors. Cell surfaces were labeled with α‐FLAG
antibody, cells were harvested, lysed, and the amount of antibody recovered was determined by
SDS‐PAGE and detection with an HRP‐conjugated mouse secondary antibody that recognizes the
FLAG antibody (Surface bound FLAG antibody). Immunoblot analysis for the total levels of
FLAG‐tagged Ctr2 or Ctr1 protein indicates that both the amino and carboxyl tagged proteins are
expressed at similar levels, and immunoblot analysis with an antibody against actin is included as
a loading control.
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3.3.5 Ctr2 expression affects Ctr1 processing
Evaluation of the data from our initial experiments leads to two conclusions.
First, deletion of the Ctr2 gene in a mouse leads to Cu hyper‐accumulation. Second,
over‐expression of Ctr2 in cultured mammalian cells leads to a decrease in bioavailable
Cu. These conclusions are consistent with two competing hypotheses: it is possible that
the Ctr2 protein functions as a copper exporter or Ctr2 could normally function to limit
Cu uptake or accumulation in the cell by negatively regulating some component of the
copper uptake or efflux machinery. Given that the Ctr1 protein is the primary means for
high affinity Cu uptake in mammalian cells, we sought to determine whether the
function, abundance, or physical state of the Ctr1 copper ion pore complex was
somehow affected by the Ctr2 protein.
Protein extracts from the testis of Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ littermates were examined by
immunoblot analysis. As a control, protein from the testis of five week old mice reared
on either a standard diet or a Cu deficient diet as previously described were included as
controls (Nose, Wood et al. 2010). Extracts were probed using an antibody directed
against the cytosolic loop domain of the Ctr1 protein. A band of approximately 34 kDa,
previously shown to correspond to full length, glycoslyated Ctr1 protein, was detected
in approximately equal amounts from both the Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ extracts (Figure 18A)
(Klomp, Tops et al. 2002). As would be predicted given the results of previous analyses,
the band representing the 34 kDa Ctr1 species is increased in the mouse reared on a Cu‐
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deficient diet compared to a standard diet (Gybina and Prohaska 2006). A second band
of approximately 17 kDa is also observed in extracts from the Ctr2+/+ mice but it is
dramatically reduced in the Ctr2‐/‐ mouse testis extract and slightly decreased in the Cu‐
deficient mouse compared to the control diet. This band corresponds to the cleaved, and
reportedly less active, form of the Ctr1 protein that has recently been described (Maryon,
Molloy et al. 2007). The finding that cleaved Ctr1 decreases while the full length
glycosylated Ctr1 increases during Cu‐deficiency is consistent with their proposed
respective functions as either low or high activity Cu importers. Immunoblot analysis of
Ccs shows that levels of this protein are decreased in the Ctr2‐/‐ animal and increased in
the Cu‐deficient animal. CoxIV protein shows the opposite trend with increased levels
in the Ctr2‐/‐ mouse compared to the wild‐type littermate and decreased levels in Cu‐
deficient mouse compared to a littermate grown in Cu replete conditions. The levels of
these two biomarkers suggests that the Ctr2‐/‐ animal is experiencing an excess of Cu
compared to wild‐type controls, and the mouse fed a low Cu diet is experiencing a Cu‐
deficiency compared to the mouse reared on a standard diet. Immunoblot analysis of
actin demonstrates that loading is relatively even.
Next, HEK293 cells were stably transfected to over‐express either the mouse Ctr2
protein (Ctr2) or a Ctr2 variant with the MxxxM motif in the second transmembrane
domain mutated(Ctr2MxxxM). Given the critical role in Cu transport of this MxxxM
domain in all Ctr genes studied to date, this mutation would presumably render the Ctr2
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protein unable to coordinate and to transport Cu. Immunoblot analysis for Ctr1
indicates that cells over‐expressing wild‐type Ctr2 or Ctr2MxxxM mutant have significantly
more cleaved 17 kDa Ctr1 protein species than cells stably transfected with an empty
vector (Figure 18B). Furthermore, Ccs levels are increased in each of the Ctr2 over‐
expressing cell lines. Analysis of actin protein levels indicates that loading is even
between samples. These results indicate that over‐expression of Ctr2, whether wild‐type
or mutated in such a manner as to likely be defective in Cu transport, increases the
proportion of cleaved Ctr1 protein in the cell and induces a Cu deficiency.
It is possible that deletion or over‐expression of Ctr2 might influence the
transcription of Ctr1. Indeed, the two loci are separated by approximately 73 kilobases,
therefore genetic manipulations to create the Ctr2‐/‐ mouse could, in theory, affect a
regulatory element that controls Ctr1 expression. In order to test whether the Ctr1
mRNA expression was affected by Ctr2 deletion, we performed RNA blot analyses with
a probe generated from the complete coding sequence of Ctr1 on RNA extracted from
tissues of Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ littermates. Ctr1+/+ and Ctr‐/‐ MEFs were also included as a
control to be sure that the band detected is actually the Ctr1 transcript. As can be seen in
Figure 18C, Ctr1 is expressed at nearly equivalent levels in liver and testis of Ctr2+/+ and
Ctr2‐/‐ mice. Ctr1 transcript is present in RNA from Ctr1+/+ MEFs and absent in Ctr‐/‐
MEFs. As previously reported, RNA blot analysis detects two bands that correspond to
Ctr1, and it is likely that this is due to the use of different Poly‐A sites (Lee, Prohaska et
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al. 2001) and Thiele Lab, unpublished data). Immunoblot analysis for Ctr1 protein was
also performed on liver and testis extracts from the same Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ littermates
(Figure 18D). Protein levels of both full length glycosylated and cleaved Ctr1 are
relatively similar in liver samples from both genotypes, and levels of full length
glycosylated Ctr1 protein are approximately equal in testis from Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐.
However levels of 17 kDa truncated species of Ctr1 are reduced in Ctr2‐/‐ testis tissue.
These results are consistent with the previous ICP‐MS results which demonstrated only
modest differences in liver Cu content and dramatic differences between testis Cu
content between wild‐type and mutant animals. Consistent with semi‐quantitative RT‐
PCR data as well as, Ctr2 protein is barely detectable in liver samples but readily
detectable in the testis of Ctr2+/+ mouse. Actin levels indicate loading of proteins is even.
Taken together this data suggests that the effect of Ctr2 on Ctr1 protein processing
probably occurs post‐translationally.
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Figure 18: Ctr2 expression affects Ctr1 processing. A, Examination of five month old Ctr2+/+ and
Ctr2‐/‐ littermates raised on standard chow and five week old Ctr2+/+ littermates grown standard
chow (+Cu) or Cu‐deficient (No Cu) diet. Immunoblot analysis for Ctr2 demonstrates the protein is
expressed in all three Ctr2+/+ mice but not in the Ctr2‐/‐ mouse. Immunoblot analysis for Ctr1 shows
a band of approximately 34 kDa, previously shown to correspond to full length, glycoslyated Ctr1
protein, in equal amounts from both the Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ extracts and increased in the mouse
reared on a Cu‐deficient diet. A second band of approximately 17 kDa which corresponds to
cleaved Ctr1 is dramatically reduced in the Ctr2‐/‐ mouse and slightly decreased in the Cu‐deficient
mouse. Analysis of Ccs shows that levels of this protein are decreased in the Ctr2‐/‐ animal and
increased in the Cu‐deficient animal. CoxIV protein shows the opposite trend with increased levels
in the Ctr2‐/‐ mouse compared to the wild‐type littermate and decreased levels in Cu‐deficient
mouse compared to a littermate grown in Cu replete conditions. Immunoblot analysis of actin
demonstrates that loading is relatively even. B, HEK293 cells stably transfected to with Ctr2 or
Ctr2MxxxM, a variant which presumably would be unable to coordinate and transport copper.
Immunoblot analysis for Ctr1 protein indicates that cells over‐expressing wild‐type Ctr2 or
Ctr2MxxxM mutant have significantly more cleaved 17 kDa Ctr1 protein species than cells stably
transfected with an empty vector. Ccs levels are increased in each of the Ctr2 over‐expressing cell
lines. Analysis of actin protein levels indicates that loading is even between samples.
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Figure 18 (continued): Ctr2 expression affects Ctr1 processing. C, Northern blot analysis for Ctr1
expression in RNA extracted from tissues of Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ littermates as well as Ctr1+/+ and Ctr‐/‐
MEFs. Ctr1 is expressed at equivalent levels in liver and testis of Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ mice. Ctr1
transcript is present in RNA from Ctr1+/+ MEFs and absent in Ctr1‐/‐ MEFs. D, Immunoblot analysis
of Ctr1 protein from liver and testis extracts of Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐ littermates. Ctr1 protein is
relatively even in liver samples from both genotypes. Full length glycosylated Ctr1 protein is even
in testis from Ctr2+/+ and Ctr2‐/‐, however levels of 17 kDa truncated species of Ctr1 are reduced in
Ctr2‐/‐ testis tissue. Ctr2 protein is barely detectable in liver samples but readily detectable in the
testis of Ctr2+/+ mouse. Actin levels indicate loading of proteins is even.

3.3.6 Over-expression of Ctr2 leads to cleavage of Ctr1 protein prior
to a physiological copper deficiency
It is clear that the expression of Ctr2 makes Cu less bioavailable in cells and also
affects the levels of Ctr1 protein. However, since it is still unclear from the previous data
whether Ctr2 exerts its effect on Cu accumulation independently or via Ctr1, we aimed
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to over‐express Ctr2 in response or the absence of Ctr1. A tetracycline inducible system
was used to create cell lines that over‐express Ctr2 in MEF cells derived from either
Ctr1+/+ or Ctr1‐/‐ embryos in order to test whether over‐expression of Ctr2 is able to induce
Cu‐deficiency in the absence of Ctr1. Cells were grown overnight in serum free medium
supplemented with either Cu or the Cu chelator BCS. Consistent with the results
obtained from the HEK293 cells, immunoblot analysis for Ctr1 demonstrates that over‐
expression of Ctr2 in MEF cells results in increased abundance of the 17 kDa cleaved
form of Ctr1, and levels of cleaved Ctr1 are slightly increased when Ctr2 expression is
induced with doxycycline (Figure 19). As expected, no bands are detectable in protein
extracted from Ctr1∆/∆ MEF cells.
Immunoblot analysis for Ctr2 shows significant differences in levels of the
protein between cell lines and treatment conditions. First, it can be seen that levels of
the protein are higher in cells treated also with doxycycline to induce expression of the
protein, but the level of induction is modest. This is possibly due to a high background
of tetracycline in the growth media or to low expression of the Tet repressor in our cell
lines. Ctr2 is also significantly higher in Ctr1+/+ derived MEF cells than in the Ctr1‐/‐ MEF
cells. Finally, Ctr2 levels are seen to be influenced by Cu, as levels of the protein are
higher in cells grown in the presence of Cu than those treated with BCS. These results
are in agreement with the hypothesis that Ctr2 normally functions to make Cu less
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available to the cells, thus one might expect levels of the protein to be higher when Cu
levels become high enough to cause damage to the cell and lower when Cu is limiting.
Unexpectedly, the rise in the cleaved Ctr1 species occurs without a concomitant
increase in Ccs protein levels, suggesting that these cells are not experiencing a
physiological Cu deficiency during the timecourse of this experiment. This result raises
the possibility that cleavage of the Ctr1 protein into a less active form is an early event in
cellular adaptation to Ctr2 over‐expression. The Cu‐deficiency previously demonstrated
in HEK293 cells (Figure 16) could be a secondary effect of expressing increased amounts
of a hypo‐morphic form of Ctr1, the primary Cu import protein. Analysis of actin levels
demonstrates that loading is relatively even.
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Figure 19: Over‐expression of Ctr2 leads to cleavage of Ctr1 prior to a physiological copper
deficiency. A tetracycline inducible system was used to over‐express Ctr2 in MEF cells derived
from either Ctr1+/+ or Ctr1‐/‐ embryos. Cells were grown overnight in serum free medium
supplemented with either Cu or the Cu chelator BCS. Immunoblot analysis for Ctr2 shows
significant differences in levels of the protein. Ctr2 is slightly higher in cells treated with
doxycycline, and significantly higher in Ctr1+/+ derived MEF cells than in the Ctr1‐/‐ MEF cells. Ctr2
levels are influenced by Cu, as levels of the protein are higher in cells grown in the presence of Cu
than those treated with BCS. Consistent with the results obtained from the HEK293 cells,
immunoblot analysis for Ctr1 demonstrates that over‐expression of Ctr2 in MEF cells results in
increased cleavage of Ctr1 to the 17kDa species, and levels of this cleaved Ctr1 are slightly
increased when Ctr2 expression is induced with doxycycline. As expected, no bands are detectable
in protein extracted from Ctr1‐/‐ MEF cells. Ccs levels are increased in cells grown in Cu‐deficient
media as well as in Ctr1‐/‐ MEF cells. Ccs levels do not change significantly with Ctr2 over‐
expression. Actin levels are relatively even between samples.
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3.3.7 Copper induces turnover of endogenous full length,
glycoslyated Ctr1 protein
Previous reports indicate that the stability of over‐expressed Ctr1 protein is
decreased in response to addition of exogenous copper to the growth media and that
Ctr1 mRNA levels in purified rat IEC are not changed as a function of dietary copper
status (Petris, Smith et al. 2003) (Lee, Prohaska et al. 2000). Taken together these reports
suggest that in mammals much of the regulation of Ctr1 occurs post‐transcription. We
sought to better understand post‐transcriptional regulation of endogenous Ctr1 protein
levels, and also to determine whether this mode of regulation shared characteristics of
the Ctr2‐dependent effects on Ctr1 protein levels reported here. To explore this
possibility, HEK293T cells were treated with Cu or the Cu chelator BCS in the presence
of the translational inhibitor cycloheximide. Steady‐state levels of Ctr1 protein over an
eight hour period were analyzed by immunoblotting. Figure 20A shows that the steady‐
state levels of the glycosylated form of Ctr1 were decreased in a time‐dependent manner
after exposure of HEK293T cells to 100 mm copper. However, no notable decrease was
observed under copper‐deficient conditions imposed by BCS. The addition of leupeptin,
a broad‐spectrum protease inhibitor, partially abrogated the decrease in Ctr1 levels in
response to Cu (Figure 20A, asterisks), suggesting that the decrease in Ctr1 protein was
due, in large part, to proteolysis that was directly or indirectly stimulated by copper.
This Cu‐dependent degradation of Ctr1 is dose dependent, and a clear decrease in Ctr1
protein levels is evident with the addition of 1 mm copper to the medium, (Figure 20B).
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Furthermore, this decrease in Ctr1 protein was specific for copper as neither iron nor
zinc at ten fold molar excess over copper resulted in substantial reductions in Ctr1
protein levels (Figure 20C). Although exposure of HEK293T cells to copper resulted in
clear reductions in the steady‐state levels of the full‐length glycosylated form of Ctr1,
steady‐state levels of the 17 kDa cleaved Ctr1 species were not significantly altered in
response to any metal tested (Figure 20C). Immunoblotting with an antibody raised
against the Ctr1 amino terminus showed cross‐reactivity with the 35–37‐kDa
glycosylated form of Ctr1 and not the 17 kDa amino‐terminally truncated form,
supporting the assignment of these polypeptide species. (Figure 20D). This data
suggests that in HEK293T cells, the immediate response to increased exogenous Cu is a
decrease in the amount of the full length glycosylated Ctr1 protein. Therefore, it is
possible that changes in the ratio of full length glycoslyated Ctr1 to truncated Ctr1 might
be a long term adaptive response to changes in Cu availability.
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Figure 20: Copper induces turnover of endogenous Ctr1 protein. A, HEK293T cells were
incubated with cycloheximide and Cu or the Cu chelator BCS for the indicated times. Immunoblot
analysis was performed with α‐Ctr1 (1:1,000) and α‐actin (1:5,000) antibodies. B, HEK293T cells
were incubated with BCS or Cu at the concentrations indicated in the presence of cycloheximide for
8 h and subjected to immunoblotting as described in A. C, HEK293T cells were incubated with
cycloheximide and BCS, Cu, ferric ammonium sulfate (Fe), or ZnCl2 (Zn) for 8 h, and protein
extracts were subjected to immunoblotting as described in A. D, two independently prepared
protein extracts (lanes 1 and 2) from HEK293T cells treated with cycloheximide and BCS for 8 h as
described in B and C were immunoblotted with antibodies that recognize either the cytosolic loop
domain (Ctr1 loop) or amino‐terminal domain (Ctr1 N‐term) of Ctr1. Actin levels were assayed as a
loading control. The arrowhead labeled g indicates the glycosylated monomer of Ctr1, and the
arrowhead labeled t indicates the amino‐terminal truncation form of Ctr1. The asterisk indicates a
polypeptide species that cross‐reacts with the Ctr1 N‐terminal antibody.
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3.4 Discussion
Given the importance of Cu in sustaining life, it is not surprising that the basic
mechanisms for uptake and distribution of the ion are remarkably conserved from yeast
to humans. However, as organisms have developed more intricate body plans and a
greater variety of specialized cell types, the ways in which they regulate and elaborate
these basic components have also become increasingly complex. This holds true for
members of the Ctr family of Cu importers. The S. cerevisiae genome encodes three
known Ctr family members, and these all function to make Cu more readily available in
the cytosol from either the cell surface or from intracellular storage vesicles. Only two
Ctr family members have been identified thus far in mammalian genomes, Ctr1 and
Ctr2. Initial structural, biochemical, and genetic studies of Ctr1 have shown that it forms
a Cu ion channel that allows Cu to enter the cell (Nose, Rees et al. 2006). Given that this
protein localizes at the plasma membrane as well as intracellular vesicles and readily
traffics between these two subcellular locations, it is probable that Ctr1 functions to
transport Cu into the cytosol from both the cell surface as well as from the lumen of
intracellular vesicles.

Initial research examining the role of Ctr2 in the cell began with the notion that
the protein product of this gene also functioned to import Cu into the cytosol of the cell,
much like its better studied namesake, yeast Ctr2. These studies failed to take into
account the structural differences between Ctr1 and Ctr2, including the lack of
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conservation between domains that are now believed to be critical for Cu transport.
Through the use of a mouse Ctr2 deletion model as well as a variety of cell culture
systems, we have found that Ctr2 does not normally function to transport Cu into the
cytosol. Indeed, deletion of the Ctr2 gene actually results in a hyper‐accumulation of Cu
in the mouse, and over‐expression of Ctr2 makes cells more Cu deficient. However, it is
likely that these effects are not due to any intrinsic Cu‐transporting ability of the Ctr2
protein, but rather due to the effect Ctr2 has on Ctr1 protein function. Specifically, we
present a model in which the Ctr2 protein functions to promote cleavage of Ctr1 into a
shorter, less active species (Figure 21).
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Figure 21: Model for role of Ctr2 in the cell. Full length Ctr1 protein normally functions as a high
affinity Cu importer at the plasma membrane (top). Cleavage of the Ctr1 protein, which removes
many of the amino terminal histidine and methionine Cu ligands, reduces the ability of Ctr1 to
transport Cu. The presence of the Ctr2 protein enhances the cleavage of Ctr1, thus down‐
regulating Cu influx through the Ctr1 channel (lower).
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Deletion of Ctr2 results in a significant decrease in the amount of a cleaved 17
kDa species of Ctr1, and over‐expression of Ctr2 increases the proportion of this shorter
species. This truncated 17 kDa form of the protein has previously been shown to traffic
to the plasma membrane and transport Cu at approximately half the rate as the full
length glycosylated protein. However, protein levels of the full length glycosylated Ctr1
protein are unaffected by deletion of Ctr2. Since the Ctr1 protein has been shown to
form a homomultimeric complex, it is possible that an increase in the proportion of
cleaved Ctr1 “poisons” the Cu import complex through association of the shorter, less
active Ctr1 species with full length Ctr1. While the exact cleavage site as well as the
mechanism by which the Ctr1 protein is cleaved is yet to be determined, the data
presented in this thesis supports the notion that Ctr2 is a governing factor in processing
of this protein.
There are a variety of ways in which the Ctr2 protein might interact with Ctr1
protein in order to regulate its processing into a less active protein species. First, it is
possible that Ctr2 influences Ctr1 cleavage indirectly. For example, Ctr2 protein could
out‐compete Ctr1 for some component that is a negative regulator of Ctr1 poly‐peptide
cleavage. In the absence of Ctr2, this component is overactive with respect to Ctr1, and
this prevents processing into the 17 kDa species. Ctr2 might also exert its influence on
Ctr1 in a much more direct manner. This could even be mediated by
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heteromultimerization of the two proteins into a single complex. This phenomenon
would not be unprecedented as the Ctr4 and Ctr5 proteins of Schizzosaccharomyces pombe
have been demonstrated to form heteromultimeric complexes. In the case of S. pombe,
this process is an obligate heteromultimerization that is essential for the proper
trafficking of the proteins to form a functional Cu ion channel at the cell surface, and the
expression of either gene by itself is unable to rescue the YPEG growth phenotype of a
ctr1/3∆ mutant S. cerevisiae strain (Zhou and Thiele 2001). Given the data presented
here, this situation would be unique as a Ctr1/ Ctr2 heteromultimeric complex would
presumably promote cleavage of Ctr1 into a less active protein. This possibility is
currently being pursued in our lab. This research presents a unique opportunity to
determine how evolutionary events might have given rise to a non‐functional
transporter whose role in the cell is to regulate a closely related gene family member.
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4. Examination of mouse Ctr2 function in a yeast model
system

4.1 Introduction
Copper is an essential yet toxic trace element and organisms have evolved
sophisticated systems dedicated to the uptake and distribution of this metal ion. Cu
composes less than 0.01% of the Earth’s crust, thus Cu in the environment is often
limiting (Andrews 2001). Eukaryotes express specialized high affinity Cu uptake
proteins dedicated to the acquisition of this trace element. The genes encoding these
proteins are grouped together into the Ctr (or SLC31) family of transporters (Petris
2004). Yeast CTR1 is the founding member of this group, and this protein as well as its
human homologue, human Ctr1, have been the most intensively researched Cu
importers to date (Dancis, Haile et al. 1994; Dancis, Yuan et al. 1994). Much of what we
know regarding the mechanism of Cu import into the cell as well as the structural
elements necessary for Ctr function comes from studies of these two proteins. However,
the mammalian genome encodes a second presumed Cu transporter, Ctr2 (Zhou and
Gitschier 1997). The data presented in the previous chapter of this thesis suggests that
Ctr2 does not normally function as a Cu importer in mammalian cells. With this
knowledge, we reasoned that, unlike countless Ctr1 genes from a variety of organisms
that have been studied to date, Ctr2 might not have the ability to transport Cu into a
yeast cell. We reasoned that Saccharomyces cerevisiae would be an informative system not
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only for studying the function of the mammalian Ctr2 protein, but also to identify
elements critical for Cu import that are present in Ctr1 and absent in Ctr2.
Very little is known regarding the function of mammalian Ctr2 in the cell. The
Ctr2 gene was initially described as a potential Ctr family member after its discovery
through database queries for genes related to the newly discovered human Ctr1 (Zhou
and Gitschier 1997). It is of some potential consequence that these authors discovered
human Ctr1 from a cDNA library by its ability to complement a yeast ctr1/3∆ mutant,
however Ctr2 was not identified in this screen. While interest in Ctr2 has persisted,
there is still no consensus on the role of Ctr2 or its precise localization within the cell.
Initial research efforts suggested that the mammalian Ctr2 protein might function in an
analogous manner to the distantly related yeast Ctr2 (van den Berghe, Folmer et al. 2007;
Bertinato, Swist et al. 2008). Previous work from our lab and others has demonstrated
that the yeast Ctr2 is a copper transporter, and, similar to Ctr1 and Ctr3, this protein
functions to make Cu more available to the cell. However, yeast Ctr2 does not normally
function at the cell surface but instead is localized to the vacuole and mobilizes Cu
stored there into the cytoplasm (Rees, Lee et al. 2004). Yeast Ctr2 transports Cu(I), and
its function is dependent on the activity of the Fre6 reductase which also resides on the
vacuole membrane and reduces Cu(II) to Cu(I) (Rees and Thiele 2007).
Previous studies have demonstrated that many of the proteins involved in Cu
homeostasis are easily interchangeable in organisms as distantly related as yeast and
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humans (Rees and Thiele 2004). We therefore set out to use the genetically tractable
model organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae to examine the role of mammalian Ctr2 in Cu
homeostasis. We found that mouse Ctr2, when expressed in yeast, is unable to
complement the deletion of either the CTR1 and CTR3 plasma membrane Cu importers
or the CTR2 vacuolar Cu transporter. Mutagenesis screening identified several mutants
of mouse Ctr2 that have gained a novel ability to transport Cu into the cell. These
mutations did not significantly affect either the expression levels or the localization of
the protein when compared to the wild‐type mouse Ctr2 expressed in yeast.
Furthermore, these Ctr2 mutants rely on cell surface reductases as well as a conserved
MxxxM transmembrane Cu‐binding motif, suggesting that they function to transport Cu
in a manner analogous to yeast and mammalian Ctr1. Moreover, over‐expression of
mouse Ctr2 in the presence of mouse Ctr1 does not affect its ability to transport Cu into
yeast cells. These results suggests that mouse Ctr2 does not normally function as a Cu
importer in yeast cells, however mutagenesis studies and comparative analysis could
prove useful in the identification of residues and domains critical for the ability of Ctr1
proteins to function as Cu importers.

4.2 Materials and methods
Yeast Strains and Plasmids – The ctr1/3∆, the ctr1/2/3∆, and the ctr1/3∆ fre1/2∆
yeast strains used in this study have been previously described (Rees and Thiele 2007).
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The Ctr2 and Ctr1 over‐expression plasmids were created by subcloning of the cDNAs
from pCDNA3.1 expression plasmids described in the next chapter. Ctr2 was subcloned
into the p416GPD yeast expression vector and Ctr1 was subcloned into the p413GPD
yeast expression vector. The mCTR1Trunc. yeast expression vector was constructed by
PCR amplification of the mouse Ctr2 gene, with coding sequence of the first 30 amino
acids replaced with a start codon, as a BamHI/ EcoRI flanked DNA fragment. This PCR
product was cloned by standard techniques in the p413GPD vector. To create the
mCTR2L34F MxxxM double mutant, the Stratagene QuickChange XL site directed
mutagenesis kit was used to mutate the conserved methionines to alanines to create the
MxxxM mutation in the originally isolated p416GPD mCTR2L34F.
Mutagenesis Screening for Ctr2 Copper Importers – A p416GPDmCTR2
expression plasmid was transformed into XL1‐Red mutagenic E. coli (Stratagene), a
strain deficient in three of the primary DNA repair pathways which is typically used to
introduce relatively conservative single nucleotide mutations in genes. Mutagenesis
was performed per standard protocol, and plasmid DNA was extracted from a pooled
culture of cells. Mutated plasmid DNA was transformed into ctr1/3∆ yeast cells and
cells were grown on selective media. Colonies were then replica plated on YPEG, and
colonies showing good growth were purified on fresh YPEG before plasmid rescue and
sequencing to determine the nature of the Ctr2 mutation.
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Immunoblotting – Protein extracts were prepared either using a glass bead/
Triton X‐100 method (Dancis, Haile et al. 1994) or by alkali extraction. SDS‐PAGE was
performed and samples were probed with an antibody against Ctr2. A synthetic peptide
of the sequence H2N‐CLGPDQDSTGSRSTSDNRT‐CO2H, which corresponds to the
predicted cytosolic loop between transmembrane domains 1 and 2 of mouse Ctr2
protein, was used as antigen for generation and affinity purification of rabbit polyclonal
antiserum by Bethyl Laboratories, Inc. (Montgomery, TX). The Ctr1 antibody against the
cytosolic loop of Ctr1 has been previously described. α‐Pgk1 antibody was purchased
from Molecular Probes, Invitrogen.
Functional Assays for Copper Bioavailability – For phenotypic analysis, 10‐fold
serial dilutions of yeast cells transformed with the plasmids described in the figure
legend were spotted on synthetic complete (SC) selective media plates or media
containing ethanol (2%) and glycerol (3%) as the sole carbon sources (YPEG). CuSO4 and
bathocuproinedisulfonic acid disodium salt (BCS) were added back to the media at the
concentrations indicated in the figure legends. For growth assays while co‐expressing
Ctr1 and Ctr2, cells were co‐transformed with the plasmids listed in the figure legend
then spotted on selective media containing increasing amounts of the Cu‐chelator
ammonium tetrathiolmolybdate (TTM).
Indirect Immuno‐Fluorescence Microscopy ‐ A ctr1/3∆ mutant yeast strain
transformed with the plasmids listed were grown to mid‐log phase and then fixed with
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formaldehyde. After spheroplasting, antibody binding to the fixed yeast cells was
performed essentially as previously described (Rees, Lee et al. 2004).

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Expression of mouse Ctr2 does not complement for loss of
yeast copper transport proteins
The molecular machinery involved in copper transport and distribution is
remarkably conserved in most eukaryotes (Banci, Bertini et al. 2010). Indeed,
complementation of yeast mutants deficient in several components of this machinery
has helped identify the mammalian homologues, including the human and mouse Ctr1
copper ion channels (Zhou and Gitschier 1997; Lee, Prohaska et al. 2000; Kuo, Zhou et al.
2001). Interestingly, previous interrogation of a human cDNA library via
complementation experiments in ctr1/3∆ yeast cells did not discover Ctr2 as a copper
import protein. In order to examine the role of Ctr2 in copper homeostasis, we cloned
the mouse Ctr2 cDNA into a yeast expression vector and tested its ability to rescue a
yeast strain with an engineered deletion of the genes encoding its endogenous Cu
importers, CTR1 and CTR2 (ctr1/3∆). Immunoblot analysis with a polyclonal antibody
produced against a peptide from the cytosolic loop of the Ctr2 protein indicated that the
mouse Ctr2 is expressed in yeast cells (Figure 22C). Consistent with molecular weight
predictions as well as one previous report, a band corresponding to the Ctr2 protein
migrates at approximately 15kDa (van den Berghe, Folmer et al. 2007).
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Yeast ctr1/3∆ cells transformed with either an empty vector, a vector expressing
yeast Ctr1, or a vector expressing mouse Ctr2 were grown on YPEG as a surrogate to test
the Cu transport ability of Ctr2. YPEG plates contain ethanol and glycerol as the only
carbon sources and thus require ATP synthesis via the mitochondrial electron transport
chain, a highly Cu‐dependent process which necessitates the presence of a high affinity
Cu importer to extract Cu from the medium (Kampfenkel, Kushnir et al. 1995). As can
be seen in Figure 22A, the expression of mouse Ctr2 is not able to complement the
ctr1/3∆ growth phenotype. Adding back increasing amounts of Cu to the growth
eventually rescues the growth defect of both the vector and Ctr2 transformed strains,
however there is no apparent difference between these two transformants in the ability
to utilize supplemented Cu.
Previous reports have demonstrated that the yeast Ctr2 protein is responsible for
mobilization of Cu from the vacuole during periods of Cu deficiency, and based on
sequence similarity it has been suggested that mouse Ctr2 might function in an
analogous capacity (Rees, Lee et al. 2004; van den Berghe, Folmer et al. 2007). We
sought to test this hypothesis by testing whether the expression of mouse Ctr2 could
functionally complement the previously described growth defect of a ctr1/2/3∆ yeast
strain. As previously demonstrated, the expression of yeast Ctr2 partially rescues the
YPEG growth defect when exogenous copper is added to the growth media (Rees, Lee et
al. 2004). However, the expression of mouse Ctr2 does not rescue this defect, suggesting
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that this protein is unable to transport Cu from the yeast vacuole, a major site of Cu
storage (Figure 22B).

Figure 22: Mouse Ctr2 does not complement for deletion of yeast copper transporters. A, ctr1/3∆
yeast cells were transformed with either an empty vector, yeast Ctr1 (yCtr1), or mouse Ctr2 (mCtr2)
and grown in serial dilutions on the non‐fermentable YPEG media. Yeast Ctr1 fully complements
the ctr1/3∆ growth phenotype while mouse Ctr2 shows no complementation. All cells show
equivalent growth on YPEG supplemented with 50μM CuSO4 (Cu). B, ctr1/2/3∆ yeast cells were
transformed with either an empty vector, yeast Ctr2 (yCtr2), or mouse Ctr2 (mCtr2) and grown
non‐fermentable YPEG media supplemented with increasing amounts of Cu. Yeast Ctr2
complements the ctr1/2/3∆ growth phenotype when 40μM Cu is added back to the growth
medium, while mouse Ctr2 shows no complementation at this level of Cu. All cells show
equivalent growth on YPEG supplemented with 50μM Cu. C, Immunoblot analysis using an
antibody against mouse Ctr2 (Sod1) demonstrates that a 15 kDa protein corresponding to Ctr2 is
present whole cell protein extracts from mouse Ctr2 cells but not from proteins of vector
transformed cells. Immunoblot analysis of 3‐phosphoglycerate kinase (Pgk1) shows that loading of
protein samples is equivalent.
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4.3.2 Identification of mouse Ctr2 mutants that can function as copper
transporters in yeast
Because the mouse Ctr2 failed to complement for loss of either the plasma
membrane Cu importers CTR1 and CTR3 or for subsequent loss of the vacuolar Cu
transporter CTR2, we sought to determine whether mutants of mouse Ctr2 might be
isolated that possess the ability to import copper into the cell in order to determine the
important protein features required for Cu import in yeast. Mutagenic E. coli were used
to randomly mutate a yeast plasmid encoding the mouse Ctr2 gene, and these mutant
plasmids were then transformed into ctr1/3∆ cells. Mutants were selected based on their
ability to rescue the YPEG growth defect, and the plasmids from colonies displaying
good growth were isolated, sequenced, and retransformed to test whether the rescue
could be recapitulated by the newly isolated plasmid. In all, approximately 34
transformants were isolated from over 26,000 colonies that were replica plated on YPEG.
Plasmids rescued from these colonies represent six unique Ctr2 mutants, and each
plasmid isolated contains only one mutation per gene. The location of these mutants is
illustrated in Figure 23A. Five of the six mutations are point mutants that lead to a
single amino acid substitution in the protein. One of the mutants is a nonsense mutant
that results in a truncation of terminal eleven amino acids of the protein.
Two of the mutants identified, Ctr2K47E and Ctr2L34F were selected for more
detailed analysis. As can be seen in Figure 23C, alignment of Ctr proteins using
ClustalW2 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/clustalw2/ind ex.html) indicates that both of
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these mutations result in an amino acid change from a highly conserved residue in
vertebrate Ctr2 proteins into an amino acid that is highly conserved across the vertebrate
Ctr1 proteins (Chenna, Sugawara et al. 2003). Shown in Figure 23B, the Ctr2L34F mutant
is able to rescue the ctr1/3∆ growth phenotype with the addition of as little as 1 μM Cu
to the growth medium. The Ctr2K47E mutant also rescues partially at 1 μM Cu, however
this mutant does not complement the ctr1/3∆ deficiency as well as the Ctr2L34F mutant.
Neither Ctr2 mutant functions as well as the yeast CTR1 in this growth assay.
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Figure 23: Identification of mouse Ctr2 mutants that can function as Cu transporters in yeast. A,
Mutagenic E. coli were used to randomly mutate a yeast plasmid encoding the mouse Ctr2 gene.
Mutants were selected based on their ability to rescue the previously described YPEG growth
defect of a ctr1/3∆ yeast strain. Six mutants were identified, and these are illustrated above
(transmembrane domains predicted with HMMTOP and graphics generated using TMRPres2D)
(Tusnady and Simon 2001; Spyropoulos, Liakopoulos et al. 2004).
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Figure 23 (continued): B, Two mutants, Ctr2L34 and Ctr2K47E grown on YPEG supplemented with
5μM Cu partially restore growth defects of a ctr1/3∆ mutant. C, Partial alignment of mammalian
Ctr1 and Ctr2 genes from and yeast Ctr genes. Position of conserved leucine and lysine mutated in
screen highlighted in red
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4.3.3 Protein levels and localization of Ctr2 are not affected in Ctr2K47E
and Ctr2L34F mutants
It has previously been demonstrated that the function of the Ctr1 protein can be
modulated via its localization as well as its stability (Ooi, Rabinovich et al. 1996; Guo,
Smith et al. 2004). Immunoblot analysis was used to test whether the gain of function of
either Ctr2K47E or Ctr2L34F to transport Cu were due to changes in protein levels. As seen
in Figure 24A, immunoblot analysis with a polyclonal antibody against mouse Ctr2
demonstrates that the wild‐type Ctr2 protein is expressed in roughly equal amounts to
all of the mutants tested. No Ctr2 protein is detected in vector transformed cells, and
blotting for Pgk1 indicates that loading is relatively even between the samples.

The results of the Ctr2 mutagenesis screen suggest that we have isolated mutants
that function either as Cu importers at the plasma membrane of yeast cells or which may
mobilize Cu from intracellular stores. It has previously been demonstrated that the Ctr1
protein transports Cu(I) across the plasma membrane, and that in yeast this process is
facilitated by reduction of the ion from the Cu2+ to Cu1+ oxidation state by one of two cell
surface reductases, Fre1 or Fre2 (Hassett and Kosman 1995; Georgatsou, Mavrogiannis
et al. 1997). Deletion of these reductases results in a diminished ability of cells to uptake
Cu at the plasma membrane through Ctr1 (Georgatsou, Mavrogiannis et al. 1997). In
order to more explicitly test whether the Ctr2K47E or Ctr2L34F are functioning to transport
Cu(I) across the plasma membrane of yeast, complementation assays were performed
with each of the two mutants in either ctr1/3∆ cells or isogenic cells engineered with a
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deletion of both cell surface reductases, ctr1/3∆ fre1/2∆. As expected from previous data
and seen in Figure 24B, deletion of FRE1 and FRE2 reduces the ability of cells
transformed with a plasmid expressing yeast CTR1 to grow on YPEG when the Cu
chelator BCS is supplemented. Deletion of the reductases also results in slower growth
of cells expressing either Ctr2K47E or Ctr2L34F as compared to control cells. Note that this
difference is only evident when cells are grown in YPEG supplemented with exogenous
Cu, indicative of a decreased ability of either Ctr2 mutant to transport Cu as compared
to the native yeast Ctr1.
In previous experiments analyzing function of yeast Ctr2, mutagenesis
experiments led to the discovery of a yeast Ctr2 allele that is localized to the plasma
membrane instead of its normal subcellular location of the vacuole (Rees, Lee et al.
2004). It is plausible that the mouse Ctr2 protein, when expressed in yeast, is not
normally localized to the cell surface and that our mutagenesis screen has selected for
variants that are localized to the plasma membrane and thus able to function as Cu
importers. To determine the localization of the wild‐type mouse Ctr2 protein in yeast,
as well as the mutants identified in our screen, we employed indirect
immunofluorescence with an antibody against mouse Ctr2. As can be seen in Figure
24C, Ctr2 displays diffuse fluorescence throughout yeast cells including at the cell
surface. The Ctr2L34F and Ctr2K47E mutants show similar patterns with staining
throughout the cell. These results do not indicate a dramatic re‐localization of Ctr2 to
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the cell surface after mutagenesis suggesting that this is probably not the mechanism by
which these mutants have gained the ability to import Cu into the yeast cell.
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Figure 24: Protein levels and localization are not affected in CTR2L34F and CTR2K47 mutants. A,
Immunoblot analysis with an antibody against mouse Ctr2 demonstrates that the wild‐type Ctr2 protein is
expressed in roughly equal amounts to all of the mutants. No Ctr2 protein is detected in vector transformed
cells, and blotting for Pgk1 indicates that loading is relatively even between the samples. B,
Complementation assays were performed with both mutants in either ctr1/3∆ cells or isogenic cells with a
deletion of both cell surface reductases, ctr1/3∆ fre1/2∆. Deletion of FRE1 and FRE2 reduces the ability of
cells transformed with a plasmid expressing yeast CTR1 to grow one YPEG when the Cu chelator BCS is
supplemented. Deletion of the reductases also results in slower growth of cells expressing either CTR2K47E or
CTR2L34F as compared to ctr1/3∆ control cells. C, Wild‐type mouse Ctr2, Ctr2L34F, and Ctr2K47E protein display
diffuse staining throughout the cell, including the cell surface, by indirect immunofluorescence with an
antibody against mouse Ctr2.
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4.3.4 Conserved MxxxM motif is required for copper transport by
Ctr2L34F
In all members of the Ctr family studied to date, it has been shown that a
conserved MxxxM domain in the second transmembrane domain is essential for Cu
transport. It is believed that these conserved methionine residues bind Cu ions and
coordinate their translocation through the pore. Mutation of these conserved
methionines to alanine results in a non‐functional Cu importer, however mutation of
both methionines to cysteine, which is also able to bind Cu, results in a functional Ctr1
protein (Puig, Lee et al. 2002). In order to determine whether the conserved MxxxM
domain of the Ctr2L34F mutant identified in the mutagenesis screen was critical for its
ability to import Cu in the cell, we used site‐directed mutagenesis to create a
Ctr2L34FMxxxM double mutant. As can be seen in Figure 25A, ctr1/3∆ yeast cells
transformed with a vector alone, mCtr2, or the mCtr2L34F MxxxM double mutant are
unable to grow on YPEG or YPEG supplemented with 5μM Cu. However, as seen in
previous experiments, ctr1/3∆ yeast cells transformed with mCtr2L34F grow quite well on
media supplemented with minimal Cu. Immunoblot analysis for Ctr2 demonstrates
that the wild‐type Ctr2 protein is expressed in roughly equal amounts as either the
single or the double mutants of Ctr2. As seen in previous blots, the protein levels of
Ctr2L34F are slightly decreased compared to wild‐type Ctr2, implying that the novel
ability to transport Cu into yeast cells is not due to increased levels of the mutant
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protein. No Ctr2 protein is detected in vector transformed cells, and blotting for Pgk1
indicates that loading is relatively even between the samples (Figure 25B).

Figure 25: Conserved MxxxM motif is required for Cu transport be Ctr2L34F. A, Site‐directed
mutagenesis was used to create a Ctr2L34FMxxxM double mutant. ctr1/3∆ yeast cells transformed
with a vector alone, mCtr2, or the mCtr2L34F MxxxM double mutant are unable to grow on YPEG or
YPEG supplemented with 5μM Cu. ctr1/3∆ yeast cells transformed with mCtr2L34F grow quite well
on YPEG media supplemented with 5μM Cu. B, Immunoblot analysis for Ctr2 demonstrates that
the wild‐type Ctr2 protein is expressed in approximately equal amounts as either the single or the
double mutant of Ctr2. No Ctr2 protein is detected in vector transformed cells, and blotting for
Pgk1 indicates that loading is relatively even between the samples.
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4.3.5 Mouse Ctr2 co-expression does not affect mouse Ctr1 function
in yeast
Given the high degree of conservation in the transmembrane domains of mouse
Ctr1 and Ctr2 proteins, it is possible that these two proteins might be found in a
heteromultimeric complex. Indeed, there is precedence for this type of
heteromultimerization between the protein products of distinct Ctr genes, and in
Schizzosaccharomyces pombe the Ctr4 and Ctr5 proteins form heteromultimeric complexes.
In the case of S. pombe, this process is an obligate heteromultimerization that is essential
for the proper trafficking of the proteins to form a functional Cu ion channel at the cell
surface, and the expression of either gene by itself is unable to rescue the YPEG growth
phenotype of a ctr1/3∆ mutant S. cerevisiae strain (Zhou and Thiele 2001). Since mouse
Ctr2 does not function by itself as a Cu transporter in S. cerevisiae, we sought to co‐
express the mouse Ctr1 and mouse Ctr2 proteins in order to determine whether Ctr2
might affect the function of Ctr1. As seen in Figure 26A, expression of Ctr2 in the
presence of Ctr1 does not influence the ability of Ctr1, either positively or negatively, to
transport Cu into the cell. In order to maintain expression of both transporters in the
yeast cells during this functional assay, ctr1/3∆ yeast cells co‐transformed with both Ctr1
and Ctr2 (or empty vectors from which each over‐expression plasmid was created) and
were grown on selective media in the presence of the Cu chelator tetrathiolmolybdate
(TTM). Mouse Ctr1 increases the ability of ctr1/3∆ yeast cells to grow in the presence of
TTM compared to cells transformed with either an empty vector or Ctr2. Cells co‐
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transformed with Ctr1 and Ctr2 grow at nearly identical rates on selective media
supplemented with any amount tested of TTM as isogenic cells co‐transformed with
Ctr1 and a vector. Immunoblot analysis using a polyclonal antibody raised against a
peptide corresponding to the intracellular loop of mammalian Ctr1 indicates the levels
of Ctr1 protein are not influenced by expression of Ctr2. Conversely, protein levels of
Ctr2 are slightly increased by the presence of Ctr1, however it is unclear at this point
whether this increase is significant. Analysis of Pgk1 indicates that loading is relatively
even for all of the samples (Figure 26B). The Ctr1 protein isolated from yeast migrates at
an apparent molecular weight of approximately 21 kDa, suggesting that the mouse Ctr1
protein shows a pattern of glycosylation different than what has been previously
reported in Ctr1 protein isolated from mammalian tissues. This migration pattern also
suggests that the mouse Ctr1 protein is not cleaved into the shorter 17 kDa species
commonly isolated from mammalian cells (Maryon, Zhang et al. 2009). In order to test
this question more thoroughly, a mutant Ctr1 gene with an amino terminal truncation
corresponding to the approximate site of cleavage previously reported in mammalian
cells was created and cloned into a yeast expression vector. Wild‐type mouse Ctr1 and
Ctr1 truncation mutant (Ctr1Trunc) were over‐expressed in ctr1/3∆ yeast cells and the size
of the Ctr1 protein species was determined by SDS‐PAGE immunoblot analysis. An
antibody against mammalian Ctr1 detects a major band of approximately 21 kDa, the
predicted molecular weight of mouse Ctr1, in protein extracted from the Ctr1 expressing
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yeast cells (Figure 26D). A band of approximately 17 kDa is seen in cells expressing
Ctr1Trunc. Immunoblot analysis for Pgk1 indicates that loading is relatively even between
the samples. This result shows that the mouse Ctr1 protein is not normally cleaved in
yeast cells, perhaps because the machinery involved in this post‐translational
modification event is not conserved in yeast. Growth assays on non‐fermentable YPEG
media supplemented with various amounts of the Cu chelator BCS indicates that the full
length and truncated mouse Ctr1 proteins are equally effective in Cu transport into the
cell (Figure 26C).
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Figure 26: Mouse Ctr2 co‐expression does not affect mouse Ctr1 function in yeast. A, ctr1/3∆
yeast cells co‐transformed with both Ctr1 and Ctr2 grow at nearly identical rates on selective media
supplemented with any amount tested of the Cu chelator tetrathiolmolybdate (TTM) as isogenic
cells transformed with Ctr1 alone. B, Immunoblot analysis using a polyclonal antibody raised
against a peptide corresponding to the intracellular loop of mammalian Ctr1 indicates the levels of
Ctr1 protein are not influenced by expression of Ctr2. Protein levels of Ctr2 are slightly higher in
the presence of Ctr1. Analysis of Pgk1 indicates that loading is relatively even for all of the
samples. C, Wild‐type mouse Ctr1 or a mutant Ctr1 protein with an amino terminal truncation
corresponding to the approximate site of cleavage previously reported in mammalian cells was
created were over‐expressed in ctr1/3∆ yeast cells. Growth assays on non‐fermentable YPEG
media supplemented with the Cu chelator BCS indicates that the full length and truncated mouse
Ctr1 proteins are equally effective in Cu transport into the cell (only 10 μM BCS shown; cells
assayed with 1‐50 μM BCS). D, The size of the Ctr1 protein species was determined by SDS‐PAGE
immunoblot analysis. An antibody against mammalian Ctr1 detects a major band of
approximately 21 kDa, the predicted molecular weight of mouse Ctr1, in protein extracted from the
Ctr1 expressing yeast cells (Figure 15C). A band of approximately 17 kDa is seen in cells
expressing Ctr1Trunc. Immunoblot analysis for Pgk1 indicates that loading is relatively even
between the samples.
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4.4 Discussion
While previous studies of the Ctr1 protein have demonstrated that Cu uptake is
crucial to normal cellular growth and maintenance, analysis of the Ctr1 domains critical
for Cu uptake has relied principally on the targeted mutagenesis of domains that are
highly conserved across species or residues which can bind Cu thus might have a role in
Cu coordination by the protein. Since many of the proteins involved in Cu homeostasis
are easily interchangeable in organisms as distantly related as yeast and humans, we set
out to use the genetically tractable model organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae to not only
examine the role of mammalian Ctr2 in Cu homeostasis, but also to further study the
general mechanism of Cu uptake via Ctr family members. Consistent with data
presented in the previous chapter of this dissertation, we found that mouse Ctr2, when
expressed in yeast, is unable to complement the deletion of either the CTR1 and CTR3
plasma membrane Cu importers or the CTR2 vacuolar Cu transporter. We then utilized
mutagenesis screening of mouse Ctr2 to identify residues potentially involved in Cu
uptake via Ctr family members.
Mutagenesis screening identified several mutants of mouse Ctr2 that have gained
a novel ability to transport Cu into the cell. These mutations did not significantly affect
either the expression levels or the localization of the protein when compared to the wild‐
type mouse Ctr2. The Ctr2 mutants rely on cell surface reductases as well as a conserved
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MxxxM transmembrane Cu‐binding motif, suggesting that these Ctr2 mutants may
function to transport Cu in a manner analogous to yeast and mammalian Ctr1. While
the mutants identified in this screen do not appear to transport Cu as efficiently as Ctr1
proteins, examination of the amino acid substitutions in these mutants might lead to a
better understanding of the residues and domains that play a significant role in Cu
import by Ctr1 family members. Experiments are now underway to evaluate Cu uptake
by Ctr1 proteins with targeted mutations of the residues identified as potentially
important for Cu uptake.
Based on work presented here as well as in the previous chapter of this thesis, we
have developed a new model for the role of Ctr2 in the cell. We propose that this
protein functions as a negative regulator of Ctr1. We believe that Ctr2 modulates Cu
uptake by promoting cleavage of Ctr1 into a truncated variant that has previously been
shown in cultured mammalian cells to be less efficient in Cu import. We sought to
determine whether over‐expression of mouse Ctr2 in the presence of mouse Ctr1 affects
its ability to transport Cu into the yeast cell. We found that Ctr2 over‐expression does
not affect Ctr1 function in yeast cells. Furthermore, the Ctr1 protein does not undergo
proteolytic cleavage in yeast cells with or without the expression of Ctr2. While it is
clear that S. cerevisiae does not faithfully recapitulate the complex post‐translational
regulatory events that occur in mammalian cells, this shortcoming might afford an
opportunity to identify Ctr1 regulatory components specific to mammals. For instance,
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S. cerevisiae could be an ideal system to screen for proteins involved in the cleavage of
Ctr1. This is a promising avenue for future research as the use of reverse genetics in
mammalian cells has thus far proven unsuccessful in identifying a protease responsible
for this processing event (Maryon, Zhang et al. 2009).
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5. Conclusions and future directions
Copper is an essential trace element but is toxic in excess, and the regulatory
mechanisms developed to procure proper amounts of Cu from the environment are
astonishingly complex. While great strides have been made over the last twenty‐five
years in unraveling these mechanisms, our understanding of Cu homeostasis still has
gaps that should be filled in the coming years.
In this dissertation research I aimed to further characterize two areas of Cu
homeostasis that are still poorly understood. First, it is still unknown how cellular Cu
levels are sensed by the cell in order to coordinate the proper regulatory response. In S.
cerevisiae, it has been shown that the sensing of Cu levels is carried out by a set of Cu‐
responsive transcription factors, Mac1 and Ace1. While it is known that these two
transcription factors directly bind Cu and that this event is key to their regulation, it is
unclear how Cu is trafficked to Mac1 and Ace1 to coordinate their activation. We found
the Sod1 is required for a robust response by Mac1 to Cu‐deficiency. While this enzyme
is probably not responsible for delivery of Cu to Mac1, the localization of Sod1 to the
nucleus is a key to it regulatory capacity. Given the high conservation of Sod1 in
mammals as well as its importance in human health, a better understanding of how this
enzyme might regulate transcription is in order. This could involve determination of
Sod1 interacting partners as well as genetic screens to identify other components of this
signaling pathway.
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In the second part of my dissertation research I sought to determine the role of
Ctr2 in mammalian Cu homeostasis. Quite unexpectedly I found that Ctr2 does not
function as a Cu importer, but rather works to negatively regulate the principal Cu
uptake protein, Ctr1. Ctr2 does this by stimulating the processing of Ctr1 into a shorter,
less active, polypeptide. It is still unclear whether this regulation occurs via direct
interaction between these two proteins, but this is a possibility that is being tested in the
lab.
The processing of Ctr1 removes a large portion of the extracellular amino
terminus which has previously been shown to be important for efficient Cu uptake. At
this point the mechanism by which the Ctr1 protein is processed is still unclear, but it is
hopeful that this work might help accelerate the discovery of the components involved
in Ctr1 cleavage. This poorly understood cleavage event also has another important
ramification: this extracellular metal binding domain is thought to be essential for
uptake of the chemotherapeutic agent cisplatin into the cell. Resistance to cisplatin and
recurrence of cancer is a serious medical concern, and this resistance might be abrogated
if the machinery responsible for Ctr1 processing can be identified and selectively
inhibited (Heffeter, Jungwirth et al. 2008). It is also unclear whether the cleavage of Ctr1
is a common regulatory event used to dial down Cu uptake by the cell. Finally, it is
unclear whether this methionine and histidine‐rich cleaved amino terminus of Ctr1 is
degraded or utilized by the cell. It is possible that this small, soluble, metal binding
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peptide could function as either a scavenger that brings Cu to the cell, akin to
siderophores, or act as some sort of signaling molecule to communicate neighboring
cells. These studies are currently being pursued in our lab as well as others.
While much is now known about the functional elements and the regulation of
members of the Ctr gene family, relatively little is known about the actual mechanism of
Cu transport used by these proteins. It has been suggested that these Cu transporters
are actually more similar to a cationic pore complex, and it is known that the Ctr1
protein transports Cu in an ATP‐dependent manner that relies on membrane integrity
and a proton gradient (Pena, Puig et al. 2000; Lee, Pena et al. 2002; Sinani, Adle et al.
2007) . In depth electrophysiological studies of Ctr1 should be performed in order to
have a better understanding of how transport of Cu occurs. Is this process dependent
on the influx or efflux of other molecules from the cell? How many Cu ions are
transported at once by Ctr1? Does co‐expression of Ctr1 affect kinetics of transport by
Ctr1? Do the Ctr2 mutants identified in our yeast screen transport Cu in a manner
similar to Ctr1? These are all important and exciting questions, and it is hopeful that
many of these questions will be answered in the near future.
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